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Abstract
The half-filled Kondo lattice model, augmented by a Zeeman term, serves
as a useful model of a Kondo insulator in an applied magnetic field. A
variational mean field analysis of this system on a square lattice, backed up
by quantum Monte Carlo calculations, reveals an interesting separation of
magnetic field scales. For Zeeman energy comparable to the Kondo energy,
the spin gap closes and the system develops transverse staggered magnetic
order. The charge gap, however, remains robust up to a higher hybridization
energy scale, at which point the canted antiferromagnetism is exponentially
suppressed and the system crosses over to a nearly-metallic regime.
The quantum Monte Carlo simulations are performed using a determi-
nant Monte Carlo method that has been extended to handle mixed spin
and fermionic degrees of freedom. The formulation is sign-problem-free for
all values of the Kondo coupling and magnetic field strength. The matrix
operations are specially organized to maintain numerical stability down to
arbitrarily low temperatures.
Spectral data is extracted from the imaginary-time correlation functions
using an improved analytic continuation technique. The weak, secondary
peaks of the single-electron spectral function are resolvable, and their re-
sponse to the magnetic field is carefully tracked. An unusual rearrangement
of spectral weight is found at the onset of the antiferromagnetism.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
There are many physical systems in which localized quantum spins and itin-
erant electrons coexist. These include simple metals doped with magnetic
ions (e.g., Fe impurities in Cu); bulk intermetallic compounds containing
unpaired electrons in inner shells (e.g., UPt 3); and odd-populated quantum
dots coupled to conduction leads. In cases where the interaction between
the local and itinerant magnetic moments favours singlet pairing, the so-
called Kondo effect dominates: below the characteristic Kondo temperature
TK, a complicated many-body state emerges in which the local moments are
completely or partially compensated. The transport and thermodynamic
properties of such systems are often marked by low-temperature anomalies.
The classic Kondo problem is that of a small concentration of magnetic
impurities embedded in a normal metal. At high temperatures, the impuri-
ties and electrons interact only weakly, and the impurity spins behave as iso-
lated local moments. This is evident from spin susceptibility measurements,
which reveal-superimposed over the Pauli susceptibility of the host metal-
a Curie-Weiss response proportional to the doping concentration. Below TK,
however, the contribution from the local moments is radically suppressed.
The mechanism at work is the formation of virtual bound states in which the
electrons are almost localized by resonant scattering at the impurity sites.
The electrons in the vicinity of each impurity form a cloud that screens the
local moment.
The earliest evidence of unusual behaviour in impurity-doped metals was
the observation that, as these materials are cooled, their electrical resistance
eventually bottoms out and begins to increase-unlike normal metals, whose
resistance decreases monotonically. Kondo's explanation [1] of the resistance
minimum in 1964 was a major triumph and set the stage for the theoretical
developments that followed. Starting from a model of a single S = 1/2
spin interacting with a conduction band via exchange, Kondo computed the
resistance to third order in the interaction strength J. He found that singular
scattering of the conduction electrons near the Fermi level produces a ln T
9
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contribution. This, combined with the usual contribution from phonons,
could account for the experimental observations around the minimum.
It was clear, however, that Kondo's result was not valid down to zero
temperature, where it diverged. A full understanding of the low-temperature
regime would have to await the development of scaling [2] and renormaliza-
tion group [3] ideas. It came to be understood that Kondo's perturbation
theory failed because the temperature range T < TK amounts to a strong-
coupling limit in which J is renormalized to large values. In the Kondo
ground state (J - o), each impurity spin binds with a conduction electron
to form a singlet. The low-energy behaviour of the system is governed by the
residual interactions that arise from virtual singlet-breaking transitions. The
spectral signature for this effect is the formation of a very narrow many-body
resonance at the Fermi level, which makes an anomalous power-law contri-
bution to many physical properties. This general picture was confirmed in
1980, when Andrei and Wiegman discovered a Bethe Ansatz solution to the
single-impurity Kondo model [4, 5].
The ongoing challenge is to understand Kondo physics beyond the dilute
limit. There is currently a great deal of interest in so-called Kondo lattices-
typically intermetallic compounds of Ce or U. These belong to a generation
of materials that first appeared in the 1970s in which transition-metal or
rare-earth ions interact with conduction electrons at many sites in an al-
loy or regular array. Kondo lattices represent the concentrated limit of the
Kondo problem. The number of local moments is comparable to the num-
ber of conduction electrons, and there are simply not enough electrons to
screen all the moments in a single-impurity-like way [6]. Moreover, the local
moments are packed densely enough that each one lives in a local electronic
environment heavily influenced by its neighbours. This raises the possibility
of collective magnetic ordering.
From the single-impurity problem, we know that electrons up to a dis-
tance 1 VF/kBTK away from the impurity site participate in the screening.
In the dilute Kondo problem, where the distance between local moments is
considerably larger than 1, it is appropriate to treat the local moments as
mutually independent. For periodic systems, however, the distance between
local moments is on the order of the lattice spacing. In this case, the screen-
ing clouds overlap significantly, and the indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY) interaction [7, 8, 9] induced between the local moments
must be accounted for.
The competition between Kondo singlet formation and RKKY mag-
netism determines the ground state of a Kondo lattice compound. The
outcome depends sensitively on the detailed structure of the material and on
its chemical composition. For example, CeA13 (Ce3 + configuration, Ni3Sn-
type hexagonal close-packed structure) remains paramagnetic down to low
temperatures, whereas CeA12 (Ce3+ configuration, Cu2Mg-type cubic Laves
structure) develops antiferromagnetic order. Because of the oscillatory na-
ture of the RKKY interaction, various kinds of magnetism can be realized.
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NpBe13, U2Znl 7 , UCd 1ll, and NpSn 3 are antiferromagnets. CeSix (x < 1.85),
CeCu2, and CeRu2Ge2 are ferromagnets. Some systems with structural dis-
order, such as CeRuGe3 and U2PdSi3, exhibit spin glass behaviour.
When the Kondo effect overpowers the inter-site interactions, the result-
ing ground state is nonmagnetic. Of the materials in this class, many do
not conduct at all. These are referred to as Kondo insulators. Examples
include CeNiSn, CePdSn, CePdGa, and Ce3Bi4Pt3. Others, such as CeA13
and CeCu6, are metallic and go by the name heavy fermions. The origin of
the insulating behaviour is the tendency of the conduction electrons to bind
in singlet pairs with the core electrons. Like Mott insulators, Kondo insula-
tors are materials that should-according to traditional band theory-have
a half-filled metallic band. Instead, the strong interactions localize the con-
duction electrons and open up a gap at the chemical potential. The heavy
fermion materials, on the other hand, have low-temperature properties con-
sistent with Fermi-liquid theory [10, 11], but have effective masses two to
three orders of magnitude larger than the bare-electron mass.
Heavy fermion physics is markedly different from the familiar Kondo
effect of the dilute limit. As the temperature drops below TK, the local
moments are compensated, and their magnetic degrees of freedom are grad-
ually incorporated into the itinerant states. These new states are coherent
across the system and respect the translational invariance of the lattice (in
contrast with the symmetry-breaking screening states of the dilute limit).
As a result of the participation of the core electrons in forming the heavy
quasiparticles, the system develops an enlarged Fermi sea that includes both
the conduction and core electrons. Strong renormalization of the bands at
the Fermi surface is responsible for the unusually large effective mass.
1.2 Physical Model
As depicted in Fig. 1-1, the basic physics of the Kondo lattice materials is
that of valence electrons in extended orbitals and strongly correlated core
electrons in localized orbitals. Outer-shell s, p, or d electrons are released
from their host ions into the bulk and move through the lattice in a broad
conduction band. Inner-shell f electrons retain their ionic character and
remain bound.
The canonical description of such systems is the periodic Anderson model
(PAM) [12]. The model treats the conduction electrons in the tight-binding
approximation and allows for transitions between the core levels and the
conduction band; electrons localized in the core levels are subject to a strong
onsite Coulomb repulsion. The Hamiltonian has the form
HPAM = -t E(cicj + cjci) + E [fffi + U(fif 1)2
± E (V* f tci - Vf i). (1.1)
+ -(V*f¢i + Vc¢fi).
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Figure 1-1: Kondo lattice materials are rare-earth crystals containing both
mobile electrons in extended orbitals and tightly bound electrons in localized
orbitals.
Here, ct (c) is the creation (annihilation) operator for the conduction elec-
trons; ft (f) plays the analogous role for the core electrons. t is the hopping
integral between nearest neighbour lattice sites, ef is the binding energy of
an electron in a core level, and U is the strength of the Coulomb repulsion.
The parameter values IVI < t < U and lef < U are appropriate to
the Kondo lattice materials. In this regime, the c and f electrons hybridize
only weakly, and the Coulomb repulsion is the largest energy scale in the
problem. Most important, the f levels are populated with one electron per
site. Since charge fluctuations are heavily suppressed by the large U, these
unpaired core electrons behave as localized magnetic moments.
In the extreme Coulomb limit U - oc, the suppression of the charge
fluctuations is total, and the core electrons can be mapped onto pure S = 1/2
quantum spins. As shown by Schrieffer and Wolf [13], virtual excitations of
the core electrons into the conduction band induce an antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction of strength J - V12/U. The resulting Hamiltonian
HKLM = -t(ccj + ci) + J Z ctoci .Si (1.2)
(ij) i
describes a periodic arrangement of quantum spins Si immersed in a conduc-
tion sea. This so-called Kondo lattice model (KLM), shown schematically
in Fig. 1-2, is the lattice generalization of Kondo's original single-impurity
model.
When the conduction band of the KLM is half-filled, there are equal
numbers of electrons and spins. The strong-coupling ground state consists
of a singlet pair localized at each site; exctitations involve breaking one of the
singlets at finite energy cost. This spin- and charge-gapped state is a Kondo
insulator. In the weak coupling limit, however, the conduction electrons
mediate an effective interaction between the spins that causes them to order
magnetically. In general, local singlet formation dominates whenever the
12
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t t t t
Figure 1-2: In the Kondo lattice model, conduction electrons hop from site
to site with amplitude t. The localized magnetic moments in the core states
function as pure quantum spins. An onsite exchange interaction of strength
J couples the spin and electronic degrees of freedom.
Kondo coupling exceeds some critical value J¢, and RKKY magnetism wins
out otherwise. The nature of the magnetic order depends on the structure of
the lattice and the shape of the Fermi surface. On a square or cubic lattice,
the RKKY interaction is antiferromagnetic.
Away from half-filling, the J > Jc KLM describes a heavy metal. The
additional electrons or holes introduced into the system-dressed by their
interaction with the strongly-correlated electronic background-propagate
freely. Their motion is considerably more sluggish than that of a bare elec-
tron because it entails a disruption to the local environment through the
repeated breaking and reforming of singlet pairs.
1.3 Motivation and Objectives
Enthusiasm for Kondo lattice physics waned significantly in the mid-1980s.
The basic physical picture was believed to be well understood, and it was
not clear that there was much new to measure or explain. Moreover, the dis-
covery of high-temperature superconductivity in the cuprates had presented
the condensed matter community with an exciting and important new prob-
lem to pursue. In recent years, however, there has been a resurgence of
interest in Kondo phenomena, especially in connection with quantum phase
transitions.
Our traditional understanding of phase transitions, even in quantum
mechanical systems, is essentially classical: fluctuations in some low tem-
perature ordered phase are enhanced with heating and eventually become
critical at some temperature Tc. In the disordered phase above T, ther-
mal randomization restores the symmetry that is broken at low tempera-
tures. Some materials, however, can be made to pass from one phase to
another at zero temperature by applying chemical or hydrostatic pressure
13
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Figure 1-3: The numbered paths indicate (1) a transition to the antiferro-
magnetic state by cooling and (2) a transition to the paramagnetic state
by application of pressure. Path (1) consitutes a thermal phase transition
(at T = TN, p < Pc), and path (2) a quantum phase transition (at p = Pc,
T= 0).
or an external magnetic field. There is now a growing appreciation for the
sometimes dramatic effect these so-called quantum phase transitions have
on low-temperature properties in the vicinity of the quantum critical point.
Many Kondo lattices are prized for their proximity to a magnetically
ordered phase. A typical example is the heavy fermion material CeCu6.
Alloying this material with Au causes the lattice to expand. Unlike its parent
compound, which is nonmagnetic, CeCu6 _xAu exhibits antiferromagnetic
order above a critical concentration xc 0.1. The antiferromagnetism can
be banished by recompressing the lattice. Bogenberger and L1hneysen have
shown that the N6el temperature of CeCus.7Auo.3 can be continuously tuned
to zero with increasing hydrostatic pressure [14]. At the critical value of
the pressure, a T = 0 quantum critical point separates the magnetic and
nonmagnetic ground states. See Fig. 1-3.
In the case of Kondo insulators, which will be the focus of this thesis,
one of the interesting possibilities is a field-driven transition to a metallic
state. For example, transport measurements of Ce3Bi4Pt3 in high mag-
netic fields [15, 16] indicate that its resistivity plummets to a low, impurity-
dominated value at a critical field on the order of 50 T. The data are consis-
tent with a transition from an insulator to a dirty metal. Nonetheless, the
detailed evolution of the charge gap with applied field and the nature of the
quantum insulator-to-metal transition are not yet understood.
There are likely two mechanisms at work here. First, the magnetic field
tends to suppress singlet formation and thus works against the Kondo effect.
Second, the field lifts the degeneracy of the spin up and spin down bands,
shifting them with respect to one another. Both of these effects should help
1.4. ORGANIZATION
to drive the system metallic-although which effect predominates and what
role the competing magnetic order plays are open questions.
How might magnetism complicate matters? Recall that in zero field a
critical value of the Kondo coupling Jc separates the antiferromagnetic and
Kondo singlet phases. A magnetic field will bias the competition between
them and shift the phase boundary-presumably toward higher J. As the
critical point evolves with magnetic field, it traces out a line of transitions
that impinges on the Kondo side of the phase diagram. This line marks the
critical value of the field strength at which the spin gap closes and staggered
order (perpendicular to the field direction) sets in. Thus, by weakening
the Kondo effect, the applied field may end up stabilizing a J > Jc canted
antiferromagnetic phase.
If this picture is correct, the closing of the spin and charge gaps cannot
coincide: the canted antiferromagnetic state is itself insulating, so the onset
of metallicity must be postponed to still higher fields. The extent of the
intervening antiferromagnetic phase determines what sort of metal-heavy
or normal-is eventually obtained. If the antiferromagnetic phase is small,
the heavy quasiparticles may persist all the way into the metallic phase.
Otherwise, the metal is well-separated from the Kondo insulator and likely
to be normal.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the effect of an applied
magnetic field on the Kondo insulator ground state and to clar-
ify the role of antiferromagentism in the Kondo-insulator-to-metal
transition.
1.4 Organization
The appropriate model for a Kondo insulator in an applied magnetic field is
the half-filled KLM, augmented by a Zeeman term of the form
HB =-B (c(Wcrci + SI). (1.3)
We investigate this model on the square lattice using a variety of analytical
and numerical techniques and develop a consistent picture of its behaviour
as a function of the field strength B.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we present some simple analytical calculations.
The hybridization mean field theory-the standard framework for describing
the Kondo insulator and heavy fermion states-predicts that the Kondo
insulator turns directly into a normal metal when the energy scale of the
applied field is comparable to the Kondo energy. The transition is first order
and marked by the sudden disappearance of the Kondo effect at the critical
field. This naive result does not survive the inclusion of RKKY magnetism.
A diagrammatic analysis suggests that, in response to the applied field, the
15
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Kondo insulator first gives way to a canted antiferromagnetic state. The
emergence of the antiferromagnetism can be understood as an instability of
the transverse spin wave excitations above the singlet ground state.
Chapter 4, based on Ref. [17], is a relatively self-contained exposition of
our important numerical results. The starting point is a variational mean
field treatment of the KLM that is designed to address the competition be-
tween the Kondo singlet formation and RKKY magnetism. According to
this calculation, the Kondo insulator state responds to small applied fields
in a trivial way: its bands are spin split by IBI and thus its charge gap de-
creases linearly with the field. At intermediate field strength, just before the
charge gap vanishes completely, the system undergoes a continuous transi-
tion to a canted antiferromagnetic state. The charge gap increases in step
with the growing staggered moment. Over a small range above this criti-
cal field, magnetism coexists with the Kondo effect. The composite heavy
quasiparticles have not yet disintigrated. They are still bound is singlet-like
pairs with the c and f electrons canting in opposite directions. As the field
strength increases, the Kondo effect disappears, the c and f electrons begin
to cant in the same direction, and the staggered order slowly dies out. The
vanishing of the staggered moment coincides with the closing of the charge
gap. We use the quantum Monte Carlo simulations to confirm this mean
field scenario.
The next two chapters describe in detail the numerical methods we used
to generate and interpret the quantum Monte Carlo data. In Chapter 5,
we explain how the determinant quantum Monte Carlo method-a standard
lattice fermion algorithm-can be extended to treat the KLM, which con-
tains both spin and fermion degrees of freedom. We present a numerical
stabilization scheme that keeps the simulation well-behaved at arbitrarily
low temperatures. We show that, by exploiting the particle-hole symmetry
of the half-filled KLM and the bipartite nature of the square lattice, the
simulation can be formulated in such a way as to be free of the fermion sign
problem for all values of the Kondo coupling and magnetic field.
In Chapter 6, we present a non-standard stochastic method for extracting
spectral functions from noisy quantum Monte Carlo data. We relate the
spectral extraction problem to a system of interacting classical fields whose
Hamiltonian is chosen such that the determination of its ground state field
configuration corresponds to an unregularized inversion of the input data.
The regularization is effected by performing a thermal average over the field
configurations at a small fictitious temperature using Monte Carlo sampling.
We prove that this method is a natural dynamical generalization of the
maximum entropy method, the currently accepted state of the art.
16
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Hybridization Mean Field
2.1 Outline
The KLM is thought to provide an approximate description of the heavy
fermion and Kondo insulator materials. It describes a band of free conduc-
tion electrons moving in a periodic array of magnetic impurities Si. The
only interaction is the onsite Heisenberg exchange between the electron spin
density and the magnetic moment of the impurities. The model can be
extended to include a Zeeman term, which consists of a magnetic field B
coupled to the total magnetic moment at each site:
H -tZ(ccj + ci) +JE t acci S- -B -(1ctci ± S). (2.1)Ci OCi 2-- 2
(ij) i i
Here, t and J are the hopping and exchange integrals, respectively, and ct
(c) is the creation (annihilation) operator for the conduction electrons; the
impurity spins are S = 1/2.
When the Kondo lattice is populated with exactly one electron per site,
the system develops a gap in its excitation spectrum and ceases to conduct.
The magnitude of this gap is equal to the Kondo energy 2AK. Away from
half-filling, the system is a Fermi liquid with an usually large effective mass.
In this chapter, we describe the Kondo insulator and heavy fermion ground
states at the mean field level and investigate how the Kondo insulator reacts
to an applied magnetic field.
Our approach is to construct a mean-field Hamiltonian by decompos-
ing the exchange interaction in the hybridization channel [18]. When the
hybridization order parameter condenses, mixing between the local and itin-
erant degrees of freedom causes the conduction band to break into upper and
lower quasiparticle bands. The properties of the heavy fermion materials can
be understood in terms of the very shallow dispersion near the hybridization
gap edge. The Kondo insulator, on the other hand, corresponds to the sit-
uation in which the lower band is completely filled. In that case, both the
charge and spin excitations are cut off by the hybridization gap.
17
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The Kondo insulator state is continuously connected to the J = oo
ground state in which a conduction electron and a local spin are bound
together in a singlet pair at each site. Within the hybridization mean field
picture, a small magnetic field has no effect on the Kondo insulator other
than to Zeeman split its spin up and spin down bands. When the field is
large enough to break the singlet pairs, the system makes a first order tran-
sition to a normal metallic state in which the local spins are polarized along
the direction of the field.
2.2 Mean Field Formalism
2.2.1 Hybridization Field
A useful formal trick is to represent the local spins in terms of fermions,
which puts the local and itinerant degrees of freedom on the same footing.
Specifically, we take S = f t f subject to the constraint ftf = 1. Here,
f t (f) is the creation (annihilation) operator of a fictitious, dispersionless f
band. The constraint suppresses all f-charge fluctuations and has the effect
of projecting out the singlet states that are not a part of the Hilbert space
of the original SU(2) spin. We shall assume that it is sufficient to enforce
the constraint on average and require only that (ftf) = 1.
The operators ; = 2fit 'c, defined in terms of the unit and Pauli
matrices a = (1, a), describe the spin degrees of freedom at each site.
They can be used to express the exchange term in the Hamiltonian as
ctac f t arf = _OtXo + t i. (2.2)
; 0 and act in the singlet and triplet channels, respectively. In the heavy
fermion state, the singlet amplitude condenses ( 0) 0, leading to hybridiza-
tion of the c and f bands. Neglecting second order fluctuations about the
mean hybridization field gives
otjO = ()*,o + o t (ko) - () 12 (2.3)
from which follows-combining Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3)-the mean field
Hamiltonian
iHMF = -t (C Cj + C¢ Ci) - Z(V.fi fCi + Vi fi) + JZIVi
( i j) i ii() t (2.4)
B (CtCi + f tafi) - CC - f E fifi
i i i
We have expressed the Hamiltonian in terms of a hybridization field
V = () = 3 J(ftc) (2.5)4 V/( 8
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having units of energy. We have also included two chemical potentials Pc
and p/f that couple to the c- and f-electron densities. These allow us to
control the conduction band filling and the f-level occupancy.
2.2.2 Quasiparticle Dispersion Relation
The minimum-energy hybridization field configuration is translationally in-
variant. Thus, we can write Vi = V = Vlei0. Moreover, although the
hybridization (ftc) is in general complex, we may safely take V to be real
and positive. There is a U(1) gauge freedom associated with the invariance
of S = lftrf under the phase rotation f - eiOf. Accordingly, by fixing
= -0, we can gauge away the phase of V.
Equation (2.4) has a particularly simple wavevector representation,
HMF = (C kf kS + 3 (2.6)
In the summation, k ranges over all wavevectors in the Brillouin zone and
s over the two fermion spin projections. N denotes the number of lattice
sites. The coefficient matrix
Mks (k- -sB2 -V B/) (2.7)
is a function of the free conduction-electron dispersion Ek = -2t d=l cos k l,
the physical parameters J and B, and the mean field parameters 'cL, f,
and V. By writing B · ,,s, = B, 3 = sB6,,s, we have chosen to direct the
applied magnetic field along the 3 axis.
In order to diagonalize Eq. (2.7), we construct a unitary transformation
Uk, whose columns are populated with the normalized eigenvectors of Mks:
U V __ (I+)2+V2 -v (2.8)U= (Uf+ Uf-) = ( (2.8)
/(I+) 2 +V2 v(I-) 2 +V2
Note that all the k dependence of Uk resides in the function
Ik = [eki -b + n /(ek -b)2 + 4V2] (2.9)
and that both Ikn and Uk are independent of the magnetic field. In Eq. (2.9),
we have introduced the quantities
2P=ztc+/pf and b=/c-f, (2.10)
which serve as an alternate set of Lagrange multipliers (rotated 45 degrees
with respect to the original set). /p is the energy required to remove a
dressed quasiparticle from the top of the Fermi sea, whereas b/2 is the energy
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to remove a bare conduction electron. We can think of /u as the chemical
potential of the fully interacting system. The parameter b controls how many
electrons are available to compensate each local spin.
One can easily verify that Eq. (2.8) is unitary and that it diagonalizes
the coefficient matrix: (UUk)n' = 6n' and ( MksUk)'nn = En nn with
eigenvalues given by
Eks = 2 2- sB + n(Ek -Eb + (2.11)
When V k 0, the c and f electrons admix to produce the quasiparticles
of the interacting system. Their dispersion is given by Eq. (2.11). Note
that hybridization splits the band structure into two disjoint pieces. The
quantum number n labels quasiparticles in the upper (n = +) and lower
(n = -) bands.
In zero field, the direct band gap-which varies significantly across the
Brillouin zone-takes its minimum value, E + - E- = 2V, along the surface
of k points satisfying k = b. The smallest indirect gap, measured from
the top of the lower band to the bottom of the upper band, corresponds to
the Kondo energy, Ekmn - Em = 2AK. For the d-dimensional hypercubic
lattice, kmax = (7r,..., 7r) and kmin = (0,..., 0). More generally, kmax and
kmin are the wavevectors that satisfy ekmax = W/2 and ekmin = -W/2, where
W denotes the width of the noninteracting conduction band. Thus,
2AK = -W/2 + (W/2)2 + 4V2 + O(b2/W). (2.12)
When the conduction band is near half-filling, b is a small quantity. In that
case, Eq. (2.12) can be inverted, and the hybridization energy is related to
the Kondo energy by
(2V)2 = 2AK(2AK + W). (2.13)
2.2.3 Spectral Properties
The single-particle Green's function Gks(T) = (T[Cks(0)Cs(-()]) describes
the motion of a conduction electron as it propagates through the lattice. Its
Fourier transform, analytically continued to the complex energy plane, has
the form
ks(z) =- z-Ek (2.14)
n ks
Equation (2.14) consists of two poles, at E+ and E-s, with residues Uk+I2
and UkI-12. The corresponding spectral function is
A, (w) = -Imk(w + iO+) = ZU I 2 i(w-Es) (2.15)
n
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Figure 2-1: The c = u = B = O
band structure is plotted along
high-symmetry lines in the Bril-
louin zone with the correspond-
ing k-integrated spectral weight
to the right. Shown are (a) the
noninteracting conduction band;
hybridized bands with the (b) c-
electron and (c) f-electron weight
indicated in greyscale; and (d)
the quasiparticle dispersion. All
quantities are measured in units
of t.
[11] [00] [10] [11]
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Similarly, the spectral function for the f fermions is
Afs(w) = IUfn265(w - Ens). (2.16)
n
Equations (2.15) and (2.16) have the same two-peak structure, but their
spectral weights are complementary:
en12 (_)2 v2
-^ ( ) v(' = 1+ - (i)2 + v2 =1 -lu f2 (2.17)
The spectral weight of the conduction electrons is strong away from the hy-
bridization gap-in those regions where the quasiparticle dispersion is close
to the old noninteracting conduction band. The f-electron spectral weight,
on the other hand, is concentrated in the vicinity of the hybridization gap.
See Fig. 2-1. The weight is apportioned between the c and f components
in such a way that the overall normalization is preserved. The conservation
relation IUknl2 + Ufnl2 = 1 ensures that the total spectral function is given
by the usual formula
Aks(W) = A(w) + Af(w) = Z 6(w- E) (2.18)
n
2.2.4 Fixing the Mean Field Parameters
The physics of the hybridization mean field theory depends on how the
parameters %, pf, and V vary as a function of the Kondo coupling and the
magnetic field. The optimal value of the hybridization strength is the one
that minimizes the free energy density
HeMF 8V2 1
- IN lnTre (l e- Ek ) (2.19)
ON/3 V ~~N ksn
The Lagrange multipliers are chosen to satisfy (ctc) = -. /p = n, where
nc is the conduction band filling, and (ftf) = -aF/01Uf = 1. Expressing
these conditions in terms of the rotated Lagrange multipliers of Eq. (2.10),
we find that
(9-F 'T OV '
=nc+1, -2 =nc -1, and = 0. (2.20)
The generic result for the partial derivative of the free energy is
Y _' 16VdV I __
-v 3J _v -N f(En) ks (2.21)ksn
Differentiating Eq. (2.11) with respect to v = l, b, V and putting these results
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into Eq. (2.21) yields
E f (Es) nc + 1 (2.22a)
ksn
(Ck-b)f (E ) n, - 1 (2.22b)
ksn V/(Ek - b)2 + 4V 2
8 1 , nf (Eks) = 0. (2.22c)
kn/(k - b)2+ 4V2
Note that Eq. (2.22a) defines the Luttinger volume as n¢ + 1, with both the
c and f electrons counted in an enlarged Fermi sea. Equation (2.22c) is the
gap equation that determines V.
When either J or B is much larger than the bandwidth, the resulting
gap equation
3J (-n)f(-f -sB/2 + nV)
=1 (2.23)
38{ 2V
sn
can be solved exactly. We find that 2V = 3J/4 when J >> B and that
2V = 0 when BI > J. In small fields, the hybridization energy is equal
to the singlet binding energy. When the applied field is strong enough to
break apart a singlet pair, the hybridization vanishes. We can verify this
behaviour by considering the exact strong-coupling result
4V2 = ({[[c, H],], ct}))-({[c, H], ct}) 2, (2.24)
which evaluates to 2V = 3J/1 - (S 3 )((S 3 ) + 1). Here, the hybridiza-
tion energy decreases from 3J/4 to 0 as the magnetic field polarizes the
local spins ((S 3 )I - 1/2). This suggests that hybridization and uniform
magnetization are in competition and do not coexist happily in the KLM.
2.3 Thermodynamic Limit
In Eqs. (2.22), it is profitable to eliminate the k summations in favour of
energy integrals weighted by the density of states (DOS)
D(w) = (- In). (2.25)
kn
In the thermodynamic limit (N -- oc), the set of I values is dense, and
Eq. (2.25) is a smooth function of w. [As a convenience, we have defined
the DOS as the spectrum of Ikn rather than E~n, which makes the function
independent of the magnetic field. The true DOS is offset from Eq. (2.25)
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wavevector sum DOS integral
EL w + b/2 - - sB/2
kIn w
ktn _V2 /W
ek - b (W2 - V 2)/ w
n sgn(w)
Ekn f dw D(w)
Table 2.1: A wavevector sum is transformed to a density of states integral
by making the substitutions listed in this conversion chart.
by -b/2 + Ip + sB/2 = if + sB/2.] Applying the delta function identity
Z 6(x-2w+ n x2+4 2 21 6(2 (I- 2)) (226)
(with x = ek - b) to Eq. (2.25), we can show that D(w) - 1 + V 2/w 2 . The
correspondence between quantities in the wavevector and energy represen-
tations is summarized in Table 2.1.
The most important feature of the DOS is that it develops a band gap
centred on w = 0 as V increases from zero. The DOS of the noninteracting
conduction electrons can be written as the product of a line-shape function
g(w) and a heaviside function that ensures that the density of states vanishes
outside the band:
DO(w) = N (w - k) g(w)O(W2 - 4 2). (2.27)
k
In the interacting system, the conduction-electron DOS has the same basic
form,
DC(w) = N IUInT26(W - I) = g(A())(W 2 - 4AX()2), (2.28)
kn
but its energy scale is renormalized by the function A(w) = w( - V2 /w2) + b,
which comes from the delta function on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.26).
As a result, the argument of the heaviside function in Eq. (2.28) is a fourth
degree polynomial whose roots
wl = - (W/4 + b/2)2 + V2 - W/4 - b/2
W2 = - (W/4-b/2) 2 + 2 + W/4- b/2
W3 = + (W/4 + b/2)2 + V2 - W/4 - b/2
W4 = +(W/4 - b/2)2 + V2 + W/4 - b/2
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Figure 2-2: The total density of states for the noninteracting system Do(w)
consists of an f-level delta-function peak at w = 0 superimposed over a
conduction band of width W. When V Z 0, hybridization breaks the spectral
weight into lower (w1 < w < 2) and upper (W3 < W < 4 ) bands.
delineate the band edges:
4
O(W2 - 4A(W)2) = ,(- )i+10(W) - .i) (2.30)
i=l
Spectral weight exists only at energies in a lower band from w1 to w2 and
in an upper band from W3 to w4. The two bands are separated by a gap of
width 2A = W3 - W2. See Fig. 2-2.
A similar analysis shows that the DOS for the f electrons differs from
DC(w) by a factor of V 2/w2 . Hence, D(w) = DC(w) + D (), the total DOS,
is equal to
D(w) =(1 + 2)9(A(W)) (-1)i1 0(w - Wi). (2.31)
Then, using the conversion chart in Table 2.1, we can re-express the free
energy density [from Eq. (2.19)] as
F J - JdD( )l dw (w) In-(1 +e-(2-32sB/2)) .
The constituent equations of the mean field theory [from Eqs. (2.22)] can be
written compactly as
. (2.33)f dw f(w - f - sB/2) { Df(W) { } . 3)
D (w) 18W nl., 
Do () o
-W/2 W/2
I I
I ~ I
D(w) W3
W2
4 4
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(a) (b)
[I
Figure 2-3: (a) The heavy metal has a partially filled lower band. The quasi-
particle states are occupied up to the Fermi wavevector kF. (b) The Kondo
insulator has a completely filled lower band. There is no Fermi surface.
2.4 Heavy Fermion Metal
2.4.1 Characterizing the Ground State
When the chemical potential lies outside the hybridization gap, the system
behaves as a Fermi liquid. For concreteness, let us suppose that the lower
band is filled to some point below the hybridization gap. Then the relevant
dispersion relation is that of the lower band,
E = -[ek -2- (ek-b)2 + 4V2 . (2.34)
Here we have assumed that either there is no applied magnetic field or that
the Zeeman splitting is small enough to be ignored.
The key feature of the heavy fermion state is the hybridization gap. It
generates a region of very shallow dispersion near the band gap edge, which
is responsible for the large effective mass of the quasiparticles. This situation
is depicted in Fig. 2-3(a). The heavy fermion state is metallic and possesses
a well-defined Fermi surface given by the set of k points satisfying E = 0.
Let kF denote a point on this surface. Then EF = 0 implies that
b2 - 4P2 + 4V2
EkF 2(b- 2) (2.35)
Making use of the fact that b- 2 = -2,f, we can express this condition as
ekF --2~ =(b - 2)2 + 4V2 ( + V2EkF - 2 - 4 f(2.36)
2(b - 2) -pf
The effective mass m* of the quasiparticle excitations is a function of
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the band curvature at the Fermi surface. It is related to the noninteracting
band mass by the variation m*E = m6ek in the vicinity of kF. Hence,
the derivative
aEk 2 L (~2b) 2 ±4V 2 2 (e-) 4 V 2 k-2-2E
may be inverted and evaluated at the Fermi surface to give the mass en-
hancement factor
,r* d0.E 1 2('Ek, - 2p) V 2
_- -1 2( = 1 + 2 (2.38)
m Va"Ek k=kF b-2 A2
2.4.2 Detailed Mean Field Solution
A heavy fermion state results when the Fermi level is close to the hybridiza-
tion gap edge, where the bands are strongly renormalized. Thus, heavy
fermion effects are most pronounced when the system is near half-filling.
Accordingly, let us represent the conduction band filling by n = 1- x
where x < 1. (The Fermi surface volume is 2 - x.) Further, since Van Hove
singularities do not play in an important role here, let us assume that the
density of levels in Eq. (2.31) is flat and replace the line-shape function by
its average value g - 1/W. Then the total DOS is
D(w) = ( 1 + -) (-1)i+1l(w - wi). (2.39)
Since b controls the difference between the c- and f-electron occupation,
it is proportional to the number of holes in the lower band. Thus b x is
also a small parameter in the problem. To order b2 /W, the energies of the
band edges can be written as
wi=-W/2A- -(W +4A)b (2.40a)
2=-A- W + 4A )b (2.40b)
033 -( W ( + 4A )b (2.40c)
4 =- +W/2 + A (W + 2\W)b (2.40d)W  4A
This comes from expanding Eqs. (2.29) in b and expressing the result in
terms of the gap parameter 2A = 3 - w2 = (W/2)2 + 4V2 - W/2. The
gap is related to the hybridization energy by (2V)2 = 2A(2A + W).
Let us consider the zero-field case. Since E = Ik- uf, the c- and
f-electron fillings can be computed by integrating DC(w) and Df(w) from
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wl up to Pf < W2. Neglecting small terms of order bA/W, we write w1 =
-W/2 - A - b. Following Eq. (2.33), we find that
(ctc) = d = (A 1 + W b +b f). (2.41)
Since the conduction band filling is 1 - x,
Wx WXA + b - -/f or, equivalently, / =-A - - (2.42)
2 2
We compute the f-level occupation in a similar fashion-except that now,
using the value of A + b in Eq. (2.42), we can specify the lower intergration
bound as wl = (1 -x) +- [Tf. This yields
- 2V2 i f d V(1 - x) (2.43)
wftf> - W /f[/2f- w(1 - x)] 
Imposing the occupation constraint (ftf) = 1 fixes the f-electron chemical
potential at /f = -A. Having determined p/ and Hf, we can compute
Wx Wx
= --- - and b=- . (2.44)
4 2
As x increases from zero, the chemical potential drops below the lower edge
of the hybridization gap, thus freeing up quasiparticle states at the top of
the lower band. Equation (2.44) also confirms that b - x, as we argued
earlier.
The value of A is determined from the gap equation
3J J~f do 3J n( 2A ) (2.45)
1-4W w 4W W( -4w W(1x)+ 2A 
whose solution is given by the Kondo energy
e-4W/3J
2/kK = W(1-x1 -e- 4/3J (2.46)
We can now go back and complete our calculation of the mass enhancement
factor, which depends explicitly on the position of the f level. Inserting
if =-AK into Eq. (2.38) gives
m* W
-= 2 . (2.47)
m 2AK
For realistic values of the physical parameters, the Kondo coupling is always
smaller than the bandwidth. From Eq. (2.46), we see that J < W implies
that AK < W, which guarantees that the mass enhancement factor is a
large number.

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2.5 Kondo Insulator
2.5.1 Zero-field Ground State
When its conduction band is half-filled (n = 1), the KLM is particle-hole
symmetric. This symmetry fixes the Lagrange multipliers ,c and pf at the
centre of the band; hence -- = b 0. Since the chemical potential sits inside
the hybridization gap, the lower band is completely filled, the upper band
is completely empty, and there is no Fermi surface. See Fig. 2-3(b). This
state is an insulator. As we shall see, its charge excitations are gapped by
the Kondo energy 2AK.
The Kondo insulator ground state has an energy density 1 = u+8V 2/3J,
where u = 2 fdw D(w)wf(w) is the average quasiparticle kinetic energy. The
quasiparticle states are filled from wl to w2 and thus
2 I L 2 -- W 2V2 2A (2.8)
U= W w /2- d +- - - + In (2.48)( 42 -- ' W W n 2A)
Adding the hybridization self-energy gives the total energy density
U W + I n 2 + (2.49)
- --wA J 
Since the hybridization is related to the gap parameter by the identity
(2V)2 = 2A(2A + W), we can treat Eq. (2.49) as a function of A alone.
The value of the gap parameter that minimizes U(A) satisfies
u W1 (4A+ W) [ln( 2A + 4W3J = (250)
0 WW+2A (2.50)
The solution is A = AK, where
We- 4 W/3J
K - e-4W/3J (2.51)
This is precisely the Kondo energy that was previously reported in Eq. (2.46)
(with x 0). At large J, the Kondo energy is equal to the binding energy
of a spin singlet; at small J, it is exponentially suppressed:
q- as J - oo
We- 4 W/3J as J 0(2.52)
Substitution of Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51) into Eq. (2.49) yields the ground
state energy density UK = -W/4 - AK. Note that the Kondo insulator is
energetically favourable to the non-hybridized metallic state (having energy
-W/4) for all values of the Kondo coupling. Even an infinitesimal J is
sufficient to open a hybridization gap.
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2.5.2 Field-induced Metal-insulator Transition
In a magnetic field, the calculation proceeds as before except that the in-
tegrals are modified to account for the Zeeman splitting of the spin up and
spin down bands. There is now a contribution to the energy density
/ JdwD(w)( - sB/2)f(w - sB/2) u -Bm (2.53)
from both the kinetic energy
u = Jdw D(w)f (w- sB/2)
S
- + 22 ln( ) if IBI < (2.54)T W ( W+2 ) (2.54)
-Bq t - ) z + 2- ln(wlBw ) if 2A < B < + 2A
o0 if BI > W + 2A
and the magnetization
m Ez(2) JdwD(w)f (w - sB/2)
0 if IBI < 2A (2.55)
{IBI(IBI+W)-2A(2A+W) if 2A < B < W + 2A
2BW
1 if IBI > W 2.
Equations (2.54) and (2.55) are defined piecewise because u and m are con-
tinuous but not smooth functions of the magnetic field strength. Their
behaviour depends crucially on whether the applied field is large enough to
overcome the hybridization gap. For example, so long as BI does not meet
the gap threshold, the system remains nonmagnetic. When IBI first exceeds
2A, the system begins to magnetize. Eventually, at sufficiently large fields,
the quasiparticles polarize completely. See Fig. 2-4.
In the intermediate field strength regime (2A < IBI < W + 2A), the
total energy density U = u - Bm + 8V 2 /3J has the form
W 2 1 2V2 J·( WBI 4WU=-4 4WIBI(IBI+2W)+ W1 ( (2.56)4 W 4W W W) + - } In W+2A (.6
Once again, we treat U as a function of A alone and compute its derivative,
a W \ (2A\ + 2 )W) ln 3JJ =0. (2.57)
- -
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Figure 2-4: The magnetization is plotted as a function of applied magnetic
field for various values of the gap width. As the magnetic field is increased
from zero, the net magnetization of the sample remains zero until a critical
threshold is reached. The magnetization then increases monotonically with
the field strength until it saturates.
Equation (2.57) tells us that U(A) has an extremum at A = AM, where
2Zm =IB Be 4 wV/ 3 J - W = IBI(W + 2AK) W2AK (2.58)
The second equality follows from comparison with Eq. (2.51).
This solution corresponds to a magnetized heavy metal (with magnetism
and hybridization coexisting). Its energy, however, is a convex function of
A/; we find that IM = V-W/4 + A2/W - BI/2- B2/4W. Such a state
is thermodynamically unstable with respect to the normal metallic state in
which A = 0 and LtMO = -W/4 - BI/2 - B2/4W. This rules out the
possibility of a field-induced transition from the Kondo insulator to a heavy
metal. As depicted in Fig. 2-5, we can solve for the critical value of the field
strength by solving for the energy crossing UK = UIMo. We find that
Bc V/W2 4A -K W 2AK - 2A:/wV. (2.59)
The general picture from the hybridization mean field theory is as fol-
lows. The KLM at half-filling has a Kondo insulator ground state. Initially,
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Figure 2-5: (Left) The energy densities of the (K) Kondo insulator, (M)
heavy metal, and (M0O) normal metal ground states are plotted as a function
of the magnetic field strength. The curves shown are for a bandwidth of
WV/AK = 8. The Kondo insulator energy UK is independent of the magnetic
field. It is the thermodynamically stable ground state until BI = Bc < 2AK.
(Right) The phase diagram of the KLM consists of a Kondo insulator phase
at large J and a normal metal phase at large B. The two phases are separated
by a line of first order transitions.
application of a magnetic field leaves the hybridization strength unchanged.
As the magnetic field is ramped up, the spin up and spin down bands sim-
ply shift with respect to one another and the charge gap Ac = 2AK - BI
decreases linearly. When BI gets within 2A/2 W of the Kondo energy 2AK,
the system undergoes a first order transition in which the hybridization field
collapses and the magnetization abruptly jumps to
m- sgn(B) 1+ (2.60)
2 W
U
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Chapter 3
RKKY Antiferromagnetism
3.1 Outline
Within the hybridization mean field theory, the half-filled KLM has an in-
sulating, nonmagnetic ground state for all values of the Kondo coupling J.
With the application of a sufficiently large magnetic field, the system under-
goes a first order transition to a normal metallic state in which the conduc-
tion electrons are completely decoupled from the quenched (completely spin
polarized) local moments. This description is inadequate because it ignores
the possible magnetic ordering of the spin lattice.
In this chapter, we consider how the hybridization picture is modified
by the inclusion of RKKY antiferromagnetism. A diagrammatic resumma-
tion technique is employed to compute the renormalized Kondo and RKKY
couplings, which are scaled up from their bare values by Stoner-like enhance-
ment factors. Tracking where they diverge determines the Kondo and Nel
temperatures, TK and TN, below which the Kondo lattice system becomes
unstable to singlet formation and magnetic order, respectively.
This approach is similar in spirit to that of Doniach [19], who first con-
sidered the competition between Kondo physics and antiferromagnetism in
the zero-field problem. Doniach recognized that the lattice of localized spins
experiences an effective RKKY interaction Rij(r - T')Si(T) S j('), whose
coupling = -(J 2 /2)I is proportional to the spin susceptibility of the con-
duction sea, fIij(r - ') = (ct(r)O3i('))/0Bj(T')B (,)O
.
He showed
that when J is sufficiently small, TN exceeds TK, idicating that RKKY-
driven magnetism dominates in the weak-coupling regime. He went on to
argue that-insofar as TK and TN consitute the characteristic energy scales
of the Kondo singlet and antiferromagnetic ground states-one can infer the
existence of a zero-temperature quantum critical point. See Fig. 3-1.
We want to generalize Doniach's calculation to the case of nonzero mag-
netic field. This amounts to extending Fig. 3-1 into the J-B plane. The
main complication is that, in the presence of an external field, the RKKY
interaction is no longer isotropic in real space. [The field picks out a pre-
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J/W
Figure 3-1: TK and TN are plotted for the half-filled Kondo lattice model as
a function of the Kondo coupling J. For large J, TK > TN. For small J,
TK is exponentially suppressed and TN > TK. This suggests the existence of
a zero-field transition that can be driven by tuning J through some critical
value J,. When J < Jc, the ground state is antiferromagnetic. When J > Jc,
the ground state is a Kondo singlet.
ferred direction, reducing the spin rotation symmetry from 0(3) to 0(2).]
The lower symmetry can be accommodated by using the more general inter-
action Si(T) R ij(7 - T') -Sj (r'), which now depends on the coupling tensor
R = -(J 2/2) II . The spin susceptibility
1- - ) 0 ct( T) ati(·r)
B(r') B(r')=B 31
is promoted to a 3 x 3 matrix, which is block diagonal in the directions
perpendicular and parallel to the field. Its Fourier/Matsubara components
have the form
/ Re IH i Im Il±
rI (q,vn)= -i Im IIl Re H . (3.2)
Re 1ill
We have introduced the notation II = IlT = IT and 1IIIl = II 1.
As a result of this directional dependence, we must regard the system as
having two Nel temperatures, TNI and TNI. These mark the onset of stag-
II_ ___·_ ___ _I_·_ -~^ . S _
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gered order perpendicular and parallel to the applied field. Since the Kondo
physics is singlet in character, however, TK is insensitive to the field direc-
tion. Thus, TK, TNI, and TNI constitute the complete set of relevant energy
scales in the problem. By computing their values as a function of the phys-
ical parameters J and B, we can construct a rudimentary phase diagram.
Each distinct region of the diagram is identified with a particular ordering of
the temperature scales according to their relative magnitudes. This analysis
suggests that, with the application of a sufficiently large magnetic field, the
large-J Kondo insulator gives way to a canted antiferromagnet.
Finally, we investigate how the antiferromagnetism first emerges. We
derive the magnon dispersion relations for the triplet excitations above the
singlet ground state and show that the transverse-mode bands descend as a
function of applied field. At a critical value of the field strength, the energy
of the transverse magnons with wavevector Q = (r, . . , r) drops to zero, and
the system becomes unstable to transverse antiferromagnetic order. The spin
wave theory also predicts a high-field transition at which the spins become
saturated in the direction of the field and the antiferromagnetism vanishes.
3.2 Effective Kondo and RKKY Couplings
Our model Hamiltonian is the sum of hopping, exchange, and Zeeman terms:
[t = t (ccj + cci), (3.3a)
(ij>)
j JE c'ci . S : tc.ci . frfi, (3.3b)
i i
HB = -B ( 1 cit ci + i) = - E(c 3ci + f3fi). (3.3c)
i i
In Eqs. (3.3b) and (3.3c), we have partially 'undone' the Schrieffer-Wolf
transformation by reintroducing an explicit f electron. As in Sect. 2.2.1, we
treat the ftf = 1 constraint on average (with /tc = f = 0).
The diagrammatic calculation proceeds as follows. We group the Hamil-
tonian into two pieces, Ho = t + B and H1 = HJ, and let H1 serve as
a perturbation around the noninteracting system Ho. At lowest order, Hr
makes a contribution
- C dd Vyj;sr;sr(T- T')Cis(r)cir(T)fst,(7')fjr,(7') (3.4)
to the Euclidean action, where
Vj;sr;sr(T- '') = O sr . oI,,ij 6(r - T') (3.5)
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is a contact interaction in space and imaginary time between the c and
f electrons. The higher order contributions renormalize the bare Kondo
interaction and induce additional interaction terms.
At the level of two-body interactions, the effective action looks like
Seff . + E / dT t Ot)J/V(- - T')Xi'(')
Z
+ E jd d' (T) b ( -T')T' (') (3.6)
.3
+ S Ji, dT' at(w)RjV(r - ')S(T') +
23
Here, 1 = jfta'c is the hybridization operator that expresses the local
singlet/triplet pairing. T" = lctac and S = ftat/f are charge/spin
operators for the c and f electrons. The interaction strengths are given by
the renormalized Kondo coupling J/-', the RKKY coupling RIj, and its c-
electron counterpart U. Making use of the identity tr auav = 6", we
can show that
JV = -r' Vcsrf r's . (3.7)4 sr;s r r s
Here, Vcf is the effective two-body interaction for a scattering event between
a c and an f electron. Analogous formulas relate the coupling U v to Vjc
and R to Vfy . Thus, the three terms in Eq. (3.6) represent interactions
between all possible pairs of the two fermion species.
The effective interactions can be computed via diagrammatic expansion.
As an approximation, we keep only the most divergent terms at each order, in
each of the three interaction channels. This infinite subset of leading order
diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The corresponding Fourier/Matsubara
coefficients obey the recurrence relations
2ci ' I± , 0ss" (3.8a)
srsr sTi,, ,, a- r s ' x ,, , ,
j2
+s(m r"~~~~f~~~ .)(3.8b)+s ( Os - r (r/n)Ulr", (qv s,1 rn)S/r s/r/
Vsfrf;,'-q, o.~ o-, ,,,,  s,, (q, ,n) 's r 'r -',,s,
r c sr."1 s`r
The various polarization (bubble) diagrams are defined as convolutions of
_
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the system becomes unstable to local singlet formation. As T -- TK from
above, the J00 coupling is renormalized to infinity, and () acquires a
nonzero expectation value. This is the hybridized Kondo insulator state
that we discussed in Chapter 2.
The RKKY coupling is also diagonal in the static limit:
17ZI"(q) -g (o (-J2/2)Iicc(q) (-J2/2)ICC(q) (-J2/2)ICc(q)) (3.16)() J2flC(q)nl 1_J2nc C(q)nlff -j2rIc(q)rJ (
Since Ilcc > 0 and HIff > 0, there are potential RKKY instabilities in all the
spin channels ( = 1, 2, 3). These instabilities occur when
j 2 cci(Q)Iff = and J2rcc(Q)Iff = 1 (3.17)
Equations (3.17) define the Noel temperatures TNI and TNI, respectively.
When T < TNI and T < TNII, the divergence of the RKKY coupling leads to
antiferromagnetic order ( cos 0 + S sin 0) eiQ"ri (perpendicular to the
field) and ( i) e QTj (parallel to the field).
Before we can determine the Kondo and N6el temperatures, we must
first compute the various polarization bubbles. As a simple approximation,
we impose the Brillouin zone nesting by hand (k+Q =-ek), and assume a
flat density of states
1 1
D () N= y E d ( cc) = 7If (3.18)
k
The cf and cc polarization functions are given by the energy integrals
ncf 1 W/2 de sinh(c/2T)
11 2W JW/2 cosh[(e - B/2)/2T] cosh(B/4T)
IIf I //2 de sinh[(e - B)/2T]
2W J-/2 - B cosh[(e - B/2)/2T] cosh(B/4T)
M 1 W/12 de sinh(e/T)
lC(Q)= 4 J/ cosh 2(/2T) + sinh2(B/4T)
Iil (Q) = Iw /2 tanh[(c - B/2)/2T].4W J-/2 
The ff polarization functions are
Iff 1 and If = tanh(IBI/4T) (3.20)
11 4T cosh 2 (I B /4T) I ]BI
Solving for the temperature dependence of the integrals in Eq. (3.19)
allows us to determine the values of TK, TN_L, and TNIi that satisfy Eqs. (3.15)
and (3.17). In Fig. 3-3, these characteristic temperatures are plotted as a
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Figure 3-3: (Left) The critical temperatures TK, TNI, and TNII are plotted as
surfaces over the J-B plane. Two views are given, rotated 90 degrees from
one another. (Right) The plot indicates three regimes in which different tem-
perature scales dominate. These roughly correspond to (light grey) Kondo
singlet, (medium grey) canted antiferromagnetic, and (dark grey) isotropic
antiferromagnetic behaviour.
function of the Kondo coupling and magnetic field. WVe find that TNI is the
dominant temperature scale at large fields, even for J > Jc. This suggests
that the Kondo insulator is unstable to transverse staggered magnetic order
above some critical field.
3.4 Spin Wave Theory
Since the charge excitations of the half-filled KLM are gapped, its Hilbert
space breaks into distinct low- and high-energy sectors. An effective model of
the low-energy spin degrees of freedom can be found by projecting the Hamil-
tonian onto the pure spin sector and allowing higher order virtual transitions
into the charge sector to induce interaction terms. (See Appendix A.1.)
Keeping only the interactions arising from second order processes gives
eff Z[Jt Bi - i i3) + J'TI t.
i (ij)
(3.21)
: . ' ' ' , 
. '. : ' .;'"
.' ,9..- ..- '"
.. . - .. n
. TK < SNS TNII;  S -h
·i · ·.: · ' '' ! i, t ·.: .," : ·,. 
..· · :·; ' '.; ·. : :·~ I> ' ' .,
_ _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:
i- ·.
------11 .- 1--111 ·-- Il-L L
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' = 0
o.' " 'I .-X° '°
Figure 3-2: The diagrammatic equations for (top) cf and (bottom) Vff are
shown. The solid and dashed lines denote the bare Green's function for the
c and f fermions. The unadorned dot represents the bare interaction.
the bare single-particle propagators:
srf N -A -+ (s-r)B/2 (3.9a)
s N vn -ek+q ek + (s- r)B/2 (3.9b)'. Ce · r iv, + (s. -r)B/2
Since the f electrons are dispersionless, we find that nf n~f - 6ij.
Hence, their Fourier transforms, Eqs. (3.9a) and (3.9c), are q independent.
Equation (3.9b) is strongly peaked around q = Q due toth etin the n sting of 
Fermi surface.
Equations (3.8) can be formally solved to give
Vsr;s,r,(1n) = 6 "rr" "'sse r/r(r s/ sr (3 10)
and
Vf f5 
f- ,, - r o-,,,(q,,,)V~~~sr;slt~~~~rs l~ 4 6 4 a/r// ¢ (3.11)r S + 0s0r/ r/' r +sr
nVc,, , ,,, ((v ,, r, n~,,,(Q, yn) ,,~,, - c,,(,
where the four-index object [ -. -1]s;, is inverted as if it were a matrix of
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two SU(2) 0 SU(2) indices. The result for V`c is the same as Eq. (3.11) but
with the c and f labels switched. Computing these matrix inversions and
contracting their spin labels via Eq. (3.7) yields the Kondo
JIbW(n) =
/ (-. /4](44_2.Jr Cf' ]
4-4Jnf'-3J2I flf 12
0
0
(J/4)(6iJIIlf )
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
A ) Ir-Tcf ' 17 2 1 f 12
0
J 4+2JIf'
4 12+JHlf 12
J +2Jcfl!
412+Jnclfl
0
U
J -2Jricf "
4 12+JIIC 12
J 4+2Jnlcf '
4 12+JnITl2
0
I - -/A\/a- \-.c", \
--iJ/4)zJ tJ11II ) 
4-4Ji f'-3J2 1lcf 12
0
0
(J/4)(4-6JIIcf ')
11
4_2.ICnf' _..j2 InCIcf 12
- --- II -' II' I /
and RKKY
7UV (q, n) =
0
0 j2 II~
2 1:
i j 2 FIp
2 
0
0
'/ J2 Icc12nflf'
1-J2nc ncf 12
"//+J2 Incc 2ff"
1-jJ2niccnf 12
0
0
iJ 2 nlccI+J2lnccI22nIff"
!I 
2 cl-J2inccl2ff
0
couplings. The prime and double-prime are used to denote the real and
imaginary parts of the polarization functions; i.e., = I' + iI".
3.3 What Physics Wins Out Where
Components of J((vn) and R"v(q, vn) may be renormalized to very large
values if any of the denominators in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) are small. The
only unbounded components, however, are the static ones (vn = 0), since
their purely real denominators have the potential to obtain a zero value.
In the v, = 0 limit, the off-diagonal terms in Eq. (3.12) vanish, so the
Kondo coupling is given by
( -3J/4
1-(3J/2)iic
J/4 J/4 J/4 l
l+(J/2)lf l+(J/2)if l+(J/2)rlf
Since J > 0 and HCf > 0, the triplet components ( = 1, 2,3) are always
bounded. The singlet component (/ = 0), however, diverges when
3J 
2 11 -
(3.15)
This Stoner-like criterion defines the Kondo temperature TK, below which
(3.12)
0o
0
(-j2/2)cc'
lJ2rCCnff /
(3.13)
(3.14)
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The resulting Hamiltonian describes a lattice of spin pairs (Si, Ti), whose
net moment is coupled to a magnetic field. The spins interact onsite with the
Kondo coupling J and between neighbouring sites with an antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling J = 4t2/A > 0. Here, A is the difference between the
lowest energy level in the spin and charge sectors. Approximating J' by its
value in the atomic limit yields
-4 3J-21B1 if BI < J,
___ J-21B(3.22)
8t2 if B > J.
When J = oo (IBI = oc), the ground state consists of a singlet (triplet)
pair at each site, and the excitations are local. Away from these extreme
limits, the system supports additional collective spin excitations, which can
be studied by a spin wave analysis of Eq. (3.21).
In zero field, we find three degenerate magnon modes with dispersion
Wq = /j2 + JJ'q/2 = VJ2 +(4t2 3 (3.23)
The q dependence is inherited from Yq = E=1 cos q1, so the lowest energy
magnon occurs at the antiferromagnetic wavevector Q = (,... ., 7r). Around
this mimimum, Eq. (3.23) has the form
Wq+Q= v/J2- j2(1 - jql2/z), (3.24)
where J, = 2z/3 t and z is the coordination number of the lattice. This is
derived by expanding q+Q (-z + q12) in small q.
The magnons in the Kondo singlet phase (J > J) are always gapped. As
J approaches J from above, the spin gap As = /J decreases and the
dispersion around Q becomes ever more sharp. Right at the critical coupling,
the spin gap vanishes and the dispersion becomes linear: Wq+Q - Jclql/vl
as J J,. See Fig. 3-4(a).
When B 0, the two transverse modes (}) split off from the longitu-
dinal mode (wq). The latter always remains gapped. The transverse modes,
however, descend as a function of the applied field:
wq = w BI = J2 + JJq/ 2 - BI, (3.25)
Around its minimum, Eq. (3.25) behaves as wq+Q ; As + vtq 2 . It shows
quadratic dispersion above a spin gap
As = J 1- 2t2ZB -BI. (3.26)J(3J - 21BI)
As the field strength is ramped up, As shrinks until it eventually vanishes
at some lower critical field Bc1. When BI = B 1, the wI spin waves have
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[00oo] [11] [ol [oo
Figure 3-4: The dispersion of the magnon bands is plotted in units of t along
high-symmetry lines in the (d = 2) Brillouin zone. In panel (a), the values of
J/t are labelled. At the critical coupling, the gap vanishes and the dispersion
becomes linear about q = Q. In panels (b) and (d), the values of B/t are
labelled. The spin gaps vanish at the critical fields Bc1 and Bc2. The bands
in panel (c) correspond to the same field values as those in panel (b). The
sideset plot shows the complete phase diagram.
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zero energy cost and begin to proliferate. In this way, staggered magnetic
order perpendicular to the field is established.
Coming from the large field limit, the spins are fully polarized and cannot
support spin excitations directed along the field. What remains are the two
transverse modes with dispersion
w = 21BI- J+ J' yq- J2 + Jq)2. (3.27)
q 2 2 4 -Y (3.27/
Again, these transverse modes are quadratic around their minimum at Q,
Wq+Q A s + vlq[2 . The spin gap is given by
A_ = (21BI - J)2 - 2zt2 - /J 2(21B_ J)2 + 4 2t2 (3.28)
2(2lB - J)
The gap shrinks as the applied field is ramped down and disappears when
IBI drops below the upper critical field BC2 = (J -+ J2 + 6J?).
Thus, whenever Bc1 < IBI < BC2, wl is negative at q = Q. The lines
IBI = B 1 and BI = Bc2, plotted in Fig. 3-4, are phase boundaries to the
antiferromagnetic region.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Results
4.1 Outline
Let us briefly recapitulate. The unusual properties of the heavy fermion
materials are the result of strong interactions between their mobile s, p, d and
tightly-bound f electrons. The KLM is thought to provide an approximate
description of such materials. The mean field picture of Chapter 2 describes
a broad conduction band, intersected by a nearly flat band of renormalized
core levels. Hybridization produces a band structure with extremely shallow
dispersion near the band edge. When the chemical potential lies below
the hybridization gap, the system is a metal characterized by a very large
effective electron mass. When the chemical potential lies inside the gap, the
system is an insulator.
Heavy fermion systems often live at the edge of magnetic instability. As
we demonstrated in Chapter 3, RKKY antiferromagnetism competes with
the hybridization mechanism. In zero magnetic field, the magnetism dom-
inates at small Kondo coupling, and local singlet formation wins out only
when J exceeds some critical value J. An applied magnetic field will in-
terfere with the singlet-RKKY competition and, if strong enough, tilt the
balance in favour of the antiferromagnetism. The Zeeman term, a field B
coupled to the total magnetic moment, favors triplet rather than singlet for-
mation at each site. Accordingly, it suppresses the singlet amplitude and
thus has the potential to stabilize an antiferromagnetic phase, even in the
J > Jc region.
The Zeeman splitting lifts the degeneracy of the spin up and spin down
bands, shifting them with respect to one another and potentially closing the
charge gap. The precise evolution of the charge gap, however, depends on
the interplay between the RKKY and hybridization effects.
In this chapter, we show by variational mean field and quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) calculations that, as the applied field is ramped up, the Kondo
insulator ground state gives way to a canted antiferromagnetic phase. At
sufficiently large fields, the localized spins become polarized, the antiferro-
magnetism falls off, and the system crosses over to a nearly-metallic regime
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with an exponentially small charge gap. The QMC simulation, which is ex-
act, provides an important confirmation of the mean field predictions. Our
QMC efforts are closely related to the zero-field work of Capponi and As-
saad [20]. A similar mean field calculation in zero field has previously been
carried out by Zhang and Yu [21].
4.2 Variational Mean Field
A comprehensive variational calculation of the ground state must incorpo-
rate all of the following: hybridization between the c and f bands (singlet
formation), antiferromagnetism transverse to the field, and magnetism par-
allel to the field. A suitable trial wavefunction is the ground state of the
variational Hamiltonian
Hvar -t(CCj + ctci) -(V fci + VCtfi)
(ij) i
- Mf (l)ictlci Bf t (4.1) 
2 i 2 (4.1)
- MC x(l )+l f tOl f BC f,3 f.
i i
It contains five symmetry-breaking terms, controlled by the variational pa-
rameters {Vm} = {V, M, Mf, B, Bf}. The variational ground state energy
U[{Vm}] is the expectation value of the exact Hamiltonian evaluated in the
ground state of Hvar. For every value of the physical parameters J and B,
the set {Vm} is chosen such that U is minimized. Figure 4-1 shows one
B = 0 and three constant-J slices of data from the variational calculation.
Figure 4-2 gives the complete phase diagram.
The top panel of Fig. 4-1 shows the zero-field case. A critical value
of the Kondo coupling Jc 1.6t separates the Kondo singlet and anitfer-
romagnetic phases. For J > Jc, the system is hybridized. Below Jc, the
hybridization dies out and the c and f moments order antiferromagnetically.
The c-electron magnetism is relatively weak, but the f electrons exhibit their
full S=1/2 moment. In a very small window around J, hybridization and
antiferromagnetism coexist. The charge gap, which is nonzero for all J, does
not pass smoothly through the transition. It rises sharply with the initial
onset of the antiferromagnetism.
The Kondo singlet regime is characterized by a nonzero hybridization
(V 0) and the absence of magnetic order (MCf = 0, B,,f = B). The
energy levels, given by
Ek = (ek - sB + n2 4V2) (4.2)
with Ek -2t dl cos k (for a d-hypercubic lattice), are parameterized bywt k=--- ~1=1CO
_ __
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Hybridization
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Charge Gap
B= 0
inetization (c)
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I/.
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Jlt
J= .Ot J= 1.5t o.6 " J= 2.4t
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. Hybridization0.4 
0.4 0 . Staggered Mag (c) --------
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Figure 4-1: The variational mean field result is computed at T = 0 on
the square lattice. The hybridization (ftc), the staggered magnetization
K(--1)i it clci) and ((-1) i f fi), the uniform magnetization (2Ci c3) and
1 ft ,73f ( f 3fi), and the charge gap ac are plotted (top) as a function of J in zero
field and (bottom) as a function of B for three values of J (J < J, J J,
and J > J).
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B/t
n 1 I 1 2 A U) I v 5 4
B/t
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U 1 i o 
J/tt
Figure 4-2: (Left panel) Bc is a second-order transition; B', B", and B"' are
crossovers. The spin singlet phase has hybridization order only. Antiferro-
magnetic and hybridization order coexist in the striped region. The stippling
indicates where the electron moments are directed opposite to the B field.
For BI > B"', the charge gap is exponentially suppressed. Along the line
J < J, B = 0, the system exhibits uncanted Nel order. (Rightmost six
panels) Kftc), Ac, Kiclci), (ftr3fi), ((-1)i4t 1ci), and (-l)i t tfi)
are plotted in the upper half of the phase diagram.
the band index n = ± and spin projection s = ± (, t). In the B = 0 case
(inset Fig. 4-6), the band separation takes its minimum, 2V, on the surface
Ik'l +. . + Ik dl = 7 (Ek = 0). The band gap, however, is indirect: promoting
a quasiparticle from the top of the lower band [at Q = (, .. . r)] to an arbi-
trary momentum state in the upper band costs wqP(k) E - EQ; around
its minimum, wqP(k) 2AK + (1/2m*)Ilk 2, where 4V2 = 2AK(2AK + W)
and W = 4dt is the noninteracting bandwidth. The Kondo energy AK(< V)
sets the scale for both the charge gap (A = 2AK) and the ground state
energy shift ( [V] -/U [0] -- K).
Now consider B 0. Throughout the singlet phase, V is independent
of the applied field (see the J = 2.4t inset of Fig. 4-1). Thus, according
to Eq. (4.2), the hybridized bands simply shift with respect to one another
2
1
0
-1
-2
- ---·1111.. -·----1 II .--- l-C-_-- __
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in response to the applied field and the charge gap decreases monotonically:
Ac = 2AK - BI. Before the charge gap closes completely, however, magnetic
order sets in (lB = B < 2AK). The localized spins develop a uniform
moment directed with the field and a staggered moment perpendicular to
it. The electrons do the same but are "effectively diamagnetic," canting
against the field. As B I increases, V begins to falls off and vanishes at
=BI '. When BI = B" c max(J/4,B'), (W,3ci) changes sign. When
BI B"', the charge gap collapses to an exponentially small value; at
this point, the local spins have saturated and the antiferromagnetism is only
weakly supported by virtual spin flips. In a system without perfect nesting of
the Fermi surface, the antiferromagnetism would die out completely, making
B"' a transition to a true metallic state: the conduction electrons would
decouple from the quenched local spins and propagate freely.
Naively, one might have expected the charge gap to close at B I = 2AK.
As shown in Fig. 4-3, however, the incipient antiferromagnetism prevents the
level crossing by mixing the (c, f)T and (c, f)k+Ql bands. The charge gap
has the behavior shown in Fig. 4-2 (sideset, top-right): it decreases linearly
with IBI in the singlet phase, resurges in the canted antiferromagnetic phase,
and finally collapses in the nearly-metallic regime.
An important feature of the charge gap's evolution is that it does not
collapse at the center of the reduced (mod Q) Brillouin zone. As the system
is driven through the antiferromagnetic phase (B < BI < B"'), the gap
migrates from k = 0 out to the zone edge. A consequence is that the
hybridization energy and not the Kondo energy determines the robustness
of the insulating state. This leads to a separation of energy scales: the
spin gap closes when IBI 2AK, whereas the charge gap collapses when
[IS- ¥2AKW.
4.3 Quantum Monte Carlo
The partition function of the system can be written as
hZ ee drlde(el(Pd iainr (4 3)
where 1 labels the slices of discretized imaginary time ( = /IL), the Grass-
man vector -= (ct cl fT fl) holds the four fermionic species, and the
operator P projects out states that violate the single occupancy require-
ment of the f electrons. H[XI] is bilinear and related to the Hamiltonian
by a Hubbard-Stratonovich decomposition of the Kondo interaction in the
hybridization channel.
Replacing e- K[Xli by its coherent state representation puts a set of
Grassman states at each time slice 1. The matrix elements (r1ilPrl+l) can
be handled by introducing a U(1) gauge field z,±i+1 living on the temporal
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Figure 4-3: J/t = 3, B/,lt - 0.323. (Top row) Mean field band structure,
folded into the reduced Brillouin zone, as a function of applied magnetic
field. (Middle) Same, magnified to show the evolution of the band gap.
(Bottom) The greyscale (white-black t- 0-0.5t) indicates the wavevector-
dependent gap magnitude. For IBI < B, AX(k) is a minimum at k = 0, and
for IBI > Bo, at an expanding ring of points.
links. Integrating out the Grassman fields gives Z = fdXdz e-S [XZ], where
S = ik Xi,k 12- tr lnM[-x, z] is the action of a lattice gauge theory in d+ 1
dimensions. By exploiting the particle-hole symmetry of the Hamiltonian
and the bipartite nature of the lattice, it is possible to transform to a gauge
in which M is positive definite. Specifically, under ciT - cil, cil (-l)ii2,
fit - fil, fit - (-1)i+lfi2, the gauge theory acquires a block diagonal
form, A/i = diag(M1,M 2) with l/2 = Mt, so that detM = Idet Mll2.
Since the total magnetic moment transforms as ,i(cfa3 ci + fia3fi)
Yi Es=1,2 (sCis + fisfis), the positivity of M is preserved even for B 0.
A general n-particle correlation function of the form
dXdz Mi.r M7 - r e-S[xz] (4.4)
is evaluated via stochastic sampling [22] by interpreting P[X, z] = Z-le -S[X,z]
as a probability weight. (Since det M1 > 0, there is no fermion sign prob-
lem.) The sampling algorithm ensures that any particular configuration x, z
is visited. with probability P [X, z]. Thus, computing correlation functions
amounts to binning and tabulating M1 ,l, for a large series of independent
ii.I~i(aiC
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Figure 4-4: (Left) The global spin magnitude is plotted as a function of the
Kondo coupling for a series of 4 x 4 (o), 6 x 6 (), and 8 x 8 (+) lattices.
The finite size scaling suggest a critical value of J/t = 1.47 ± 0.08. (Right)
The spin gap As, the charge gap Ac, and the direct gap AF (evaluated at
the Fermi wavevector of the noninteracting system). The spin gap vanishes
at J = J. The charge gap varies continuously across the transition; it is
nonzero for all values of J.
field configurations. Updates are effected by a more sophisticated version
of the algorithm introduced by Blankenbecler, Scalapino, and Sugar [23].
Implementation details and other technical issues are discussed at length in
Chapter 5. The reliability of our code is verified by comparison with the
zero-field KLM results of Capponi and Assaad [20]. Our computed critical
coupling, Jc/t = 1.47± 0.08, is consistent with their value of 1.45±0.05. See
Fig. 4-4.
The one-particle electron Green's function G(k, 7) = (T[ck(O)ct (T)]) cor-
responds to f dxdz Mik-;P[X, z]. Written in terms of its spectral function
A(k, w), the Green's function has the form of a linear functional G(k,7) =
fdw K(T, w)A(k, w) = K[A(k, w)] with kernel K(T-, w) = e-W/(e-W+l1). To
extract A(k,w), we perform a functional inversion A(k, w) = K-1 [G(k, )].
Since the input data is noisy and incomplete, however, the inversion problem
is ill-posed and must be systemmatically regularized. The most widely used
procedure is the method of maximum entropy [24].
We employ a generalization of maximum entropy, which, rather than se-
lecting a single most probable solution, averages (in the spirit of Ref. [25])
over a series of likely candidates. We believe that this method (to be pre-
sented in full detail in Chapter 6) does a better job of extracting fine spectral
features from data of low quality (i.e., having poor statistics).
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the zero-field spectra in the antiferromagnetic
(J < Jc) and singlet (J > Jc) phases. In the singlet case, the spectral peaks
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D
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Figure 4-5: Analytically continued data from the one-particle electron
Green's function for J/t = 1, t = 14 on an 8 x 8 lattice. Spectral functions
A(k,w) are plotted in the reduced (mod Q) Brillouing zone. (Inset) the
peaks locations are superimposed on the mean field antiferromagnetic band
structure with Mf chosen to fit the band splitting at k = (r/2,7r/2). The
dominant peaks are marked with open circles and the subsidiary peaks with
crossed circles.
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Figure 4-6: Analytically continued data from the one-particle electron
Green's function for J/t = 1.7, 3ft = 14 on an 8 x 8 lattice. Spectral func-
tions A(k, w) are plotted for wavevectors along high-symmetry lines in the
Brillouin zone. (Inset) the peaks locations are superimposed on the mean
field band structure [Eq. (4.2)] with V chosen to fit the band splitting at
k = (r, 0). The dominant peaks are marked with open circles and the
subsidiary peaks with crossed circles. The greyscale indicates the spectral
weight (white-black -+ 0-1).
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trace out two bands separated by a small gap at the chemical potential.
The lower and upper bands exhibit (heavy fermion) regions of low spectral
weight and nearly flat dispersion in the vicinity of k = (r, 7r) and k = 0,
respectively.
QMC results confirm that the system is well-described by its mean field
theory. Several signature features are observed in the simulations: a robust
singlet phase (J > J, BI < Bc), electronic moments directed against the
field (B c < BI < B"), transverse staggered magnetic order (B < IBI <
B"'), and a high-field (IBI B"') collapse of the charge gap near the reduced
zone edge.
The inset in Fig. 4-7 depicts the phase boundary between the singlet and
canted antiferromagnetic phases; it also marks where ( Ct03Ci) changes sign.
The main plot shows in six panels the spectral function of a spin up electron
evaluated at a series of wavevectors snaking through the Brillouin zone from
k = 0 to k = (r/2,i r/2); the panels are arranged (from bottom to top) in
order of increasing distance from the zone center.
As per Eq. (4.2), the spectra exhibit a double peak structure and drift
leftward (lowering energy) as B increases from zero. For small k, there
is a primary peak near the non-interacting particle energy w = k and a
secondary peak near w = AK. The leftward drift of the secondary peak
is interrupted by the growth of antiferromagnetic correlations that protect
the gap. The spectral weight rearranges by hopping over the forbidden region.
There is no weight at the chemical potential, so the system remains insulating
even when BI = 2 AK.
At k = (r/2, r/2), there are two equally weighted peaks at ±V. As B is
ramped up, spectral weight from the lower peak is transferred to the upper,
unoccupied peak (this accounts for (ctcr 3c) < 0), which grows increasingly
sharper as it drifts leftward and crosses the chemical potential (fixed at
= 0 by particle-hole symmetry). To within the numerical resolution of the
simulation, the spectral weight of the lower peak is exhausted and A(k, w) 
6 (w - B/2), its free electron value; the antiferromagnetic correlations vanish
here as well.
 L
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Figure 4-7: J/t = 1.7, t = 14,
8 x 8 lattice. Spectral functions
A (k, w) are plotted over a range
of field values (O < B/t < 1.8
offset) for a series of wavevectors
(identified in the top right inset).
Smaller peaks have been scaled by
the indicated magnification fac-
tor. Note that, instead of shifting
smoothly through zero in a mag-
netic field, the spectral weight
jumps across the gap, except for
k on the reduced zone boundary.
(Top left inset) A partial phase
diagram. Electron moments are
directed against the field between
Bc and B".
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Chapter 5
Constrained Quantum Monte
Carlo
5.1 Outline
Monte Carlo techniques [26, 27] have been successfully applied to many
problems in quantum magnetism and strong electronic correlations. Work
in this area, however, has emphasized models such as the Heisenberg and
Hubbard (and their descendants) that contain only a single kind of degree
of freedom. Efficient simulation schemes have been developed for quantum
spins and fermions alone, but relatively little attention has been paid to
handling the two simultaneously (with several notable exceptions [28, 29,
20]). This is obviously an important issue if we want to study Kondo lattice
systems, which incorporate large numbers of spins and fermions.
In developing the machinery to treat systems with mixed degrees of free-
dom, we want to build as much as possible on existing algorithms. To start,
we must decide whether to add fermion capability to the spin algorithms or
spin capability to the fermion algorithms. The latter, it turns out, is much
easier to do. The stochastic series expansion [30], a powerful generalization
of Handscomb's method, and the worm algorithm [31] due to Prokof'ev are
the current state of the art for spin simulations. In principle, these meth-
ods could be adapted for fermions, but it would be cumbersome and very
computationally expensive to keep track of all the fermion phases in spatial
dimensions greater than one.
In contrast, it is relatively simple to incorporate spin degrees of freedom
into the fermion simulation framework. A spin can be represented in terms
of fermions using S = ftr f, provided that we enforce ftf = 1. In other
words, a Hamiltonian with spin and fermionic degrees of freedom is equiv-
alent to a purely fermionic Hamiltonian whose Hilbert space is constrained
in a particular way. Our goal in this chapter is to develop that idea into a
practical simulation method.
Most of the widely-used lattice fermion algorithms fall under the loose
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heading of "determinant" Monte Carlo. This is an umbrella term for algo-
rithms that operate by stochastically sampling a system of auxiliary fields
dual to the original system. The general approach is to treat the Boltz-
mann factor e- /3 as a composition of infinitesimal evolution operators,
each of which is subjected to a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition [32] to sep-
arate the mutually-noncommuting parts of the Hamiltonian and a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation [33, 34] to break up the many-body terms. In
this way, a Hamiltonian with two-body interaction terms is replaced by a
purely one-body Hamiltonian coupled to a dynamical auxiliary field.
Since the resulting Hamiltonian is one-body in character, techniques ap-
propriate to the noninteracting problem can be applied. For instance, it
is straightforward to compute the grand-canonical trace, canonical trace,
or ground state projection. Typically, the fermion degrees of freedom are
eliminated by one of these methods. What remains is an effective model
parameterized by the auxiliary fields.
In the Blankenbecler-Sugar-Scalpino (BSS) approach [35, 36], the grand-
canonical ensemble average is computed by inserting coherent states at dis-
crete imaginary times and then integrating out the Grassman variables. Con-
straints can be enforced by introducing an extra set of fields that live on the
temporal links between the discrete times. Since these new fields are fully
dynamical, the BSS algorithm must be modified to ensure that they are
updated as well.
In what follows, we describe the modified BSS algorithm in detail. We
also discuss the resolution of two other technical issues. First, the BSS
requires some form of numerical stabilization in order to reach low tem-
peratures. We present a very effective stabilization technique in which
ill-conditioned matrix products are broken into smaller, well-behaved frag-
ments. Second, we discuss how to avoid the notorious fermion sign problem.
We identify a special class of Hamiltonians that are immune and show that
the half-filled KLM on a square lattice belongs to this class by virtue of
the model's particle-hole symmetry and the bipartite nature of the lattice.
Previous workers have not always exploited this property and have suffered
from sign problems as a result [28].
5.2 Formulation of the Constrained Action
Consider a lattice fermion system, described by a Hamiltonian H, whose
degrees of freedom are subject to some arbitrary constraint. If the system
is held in thermal equilibrium at a fixed temperature 1//3 > 0, its partition
function takes the form
Z = TrIe- fH, (5.1)
where the prime indicates that the trace is over only those states consistent
with the constraint. Now suppose that the operator P projects states in the
full Hilbert space onto the constrained subspace. The partition function can
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then be expressed in terms of an unrestricted trace by applying P between
each imaginary time slice:
Z = lim Tr (Pe-eH)L. (5.2)
L-*oo
The time step = /L becomes infinitesimal in the limit of large L.
In general, the Hamiltonian contains many-body interactions that make
explicit evaluation of the trace in Eq. (5.2) impossible. These spoiler terms
can often be decomposed, however, using the Hubbard-Stratonovich trans-
formation (see Appendix A.2), which reduces two-body terms to one-body
form at the price of an additional field dependence. Let h(x) denote the
resulting one-body Hamiltonian. The partition function now includes L in-
tegrations over the auxiliary fields:
Z = lim dX / .d . dXL TrPe- h(XL) ... Pe- Eh(X). (5.3)
In terms of the fermion creation and annihilation operators 0t and , the
Hamiltonian (after Hubbard-Stratonovich) has the bilinear form
h(x) = Jxl12 + ith(x)f. (5.4)
In order to simplify the presentation, contracted indices (such as lattice site
and spin labels) have been suppressed. In this notation, Ot and are, respec-
tively, multi-component row and column vectors. h(x) is a rank-compatible
square matrix.
In order to make the formal expression Eq. (5.3) concrete, we must select
a basis for the Hilbert space. If we introduce a set of coherent states {l ) },
then the operator trace TrA f= dldre-77(rlAl - r7) can be expressed as a
Grassmann integral. The coherent states are eigenstates of the creation and
annihilation operators, labelled by their Grassmann eigenvalues,
an) = l)
~~and ~~~11t~)i 7 )(5.5)and 0Itlvl) = r11Iv)(
Working in such a basis, we find that Eq. (5.3) is equivalent to Z =
lim,, f dXl ... dXL ZL [X], where
ZL[X] = /dd e- nT(rPe- £h(xl) .. Pe- h(XL) -). (5.6)
Furthermore, each single-time-step evolution operator can be expressed as a
Grassman integral over coherent states:
e-Eh(x) = e- E£° d ld d rl (5.7)
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Here, L = JxI 2 + trh(x) and T = expeh(x). This identity is derived
(in Appendix A.3) by inserting a coherent state representation of unity in
the middle of the anti-normal-ordered operator form. Putting Eq. (5.7) into
Eq. (5.6) yields
ZL[X] = e- e l / i dd71l (-IPL)e - LT Ln L (5.8)
1=1)e - 0T .
What remains is to evaluate the matrix elements of the projection op-
erator. For a broad class of constraints-viz., those in which the disal-
lowed states possess a particular symmetry-these matrix elements can be
expressed in the integral form
(1 lPl7') = dz (z)t71', (59)
where U(z) is a family of unitary matrices.
Accordingly, Z = limLoo f(H-L= dXi dzl)ZL[X, z] requires integration
over two sets of auxiliary fields: the interaction fields Xl and the constraint
fields zl. The integrand ZL[X, z] = e-S [Xz] is a function of the action
L L
S = 1Ut71L - 1 ZiUtrll-1 + (eEL + 1lTirl). (5.10)
1=2 1=1
Note that the numerical subscripts can be understood as labelling the subin-
tervals of (0, /] formed by the mesh of discrete imaginary times T = 1.
In Appendix A.5, we verify that this discrete action passes to the correct
continuum limit.
Recall that the goal of these manipulations is to eliminate the fermion
degrees of freedom and thereby derive an effective action in terms of the
auxiliary fields alone. Integrating out the Grassman variables yields
ZL[X, z] = det M[X, z]e-SO[xI, (5.11)
where
_Ut T2
JMh= -u3t T3 (5.12)
and S = U and T are square matrices of size N where N is the
and SO = Lo £. U and T are square matrices of size N, where N is the
total number of fermion degrees of freedom. M is a square matrix of size
NL. The resulting effective action eff [X, z] = S°[X] - tr in M[x, z] is highly
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Figure 5-1: The imaginary time domain (0,/3] is divided into L equally-
spaced subintervals (0, T1], (i, T2], . .., (TL-1, TL]. The interaction fields Xl
are centred on the subintervals. The constraint fields zl connect adjacent
ones.
non-local in space and time.
Note that fermion anti-periodicity, r(0) = -7(/3), necessitates a sign
change in the Grassman variables between T1 and L. This requirement,
which is expressed in Eq. (5.8) by the factor (-h1lP17L), is ultimately re-
alized as a reversed sign in the top-right entry of the coefficient matrix
(M1L = +U).
We should emphasize that our formulation of the discrete action differs
from the usual one in that Eq. (5.7) evaluates the evolution operator at
equal times. As a consequence, the T1 blocks appear on the main diagonal
of Eq. (5.12). More commonly, the evolution operator is evaluated between
adjacent time slices (7/l+lle-EhlrIl), in which case the Hamiltonian contribu-
tion is off-diagonal (see Eq. (2.70a) of Ref. [37] or Eq. (45) of Ref. [35]).
Here, in other words, the interaction fields live on the time slices whereas
the constraint fields live on the temporal links between them. See Fig. 5-1.
The determinant of the coefficient matrix is given by det M = det( +
B 1B2 -'" BL), where B = U1T = U1 exp h(Xl) is the matrix that evolves
the system from one time slice to the next. A crucial feature is that this
determinant is invariant under cyclic permutation of the matrices B1 · · ·BL.
5.3 Monte Carlo Sampling
5.3.1 Generating the Markov Chain
All physical observables of the system are related to Eq. (5.11) by an in-
tegration over the auxiliary fields. Monte Carlo techniques can be used to
approximate the intractable multi-dimensional integral by statistical sam-
pling:
f dxdz f[X, z]ZL[x, z] 1 f[xz (513)
fdXdz ZL[X,z] z ISI S (5.13)
Here S is a finite set of independent field configurations (random variables)
distributed with probability P[X, z] = ZL[X, z]/ fdXdz ZL[X, z].
The challenge is to construct such a set. The standard method is to start
from some arbitrary initial field configuration and to build the rest of the set
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sequentially as a Markov chain, with each new field configuration depending
only on the one immediately preceding it.
So long as the move set {(X,z) - (;, )} spans the entire configura-
tion space and the transition probabilities W are chosen to satisfy detailed
balance, viz.,
P[x, z]W[(x, z) - (, )] = [, ]W[(X, -) (X, )], (5.14)
the Markov process will be ergotic and unbiased. Equation (5.14) specifies
that thermodynamic equilibrium is a stationary state with respect to evolu-
tion of the fields: at equilibrium, the average number of moves (X, z) - (, )
is the same as the average number of inverse moves (, z) - (X, z). Hence,
the detailed balance condition ensures that a system in equilibrium will
remain in equilibrium. Moreover, one can show that a system out of equi-
librium will always flow to equilibrium [38]. Given sufficient simulation time
(the so-called thermalization time or burn-in time), the system is equili-
brated, at which point its field configurations are suitable for sampling (i.e.,
for inclusion in the set S). This is true irrespective of the choice of initial
field configuration.
In the Monte Carlo language, an attempted application of any member of
the move set is a walk. It consists of a trial change in the field configuration
(X, z) -o (, i), which is either accepted or rejected depending on the ratio
R (X Z) ZL(5.15)
W[(X,Z) -(X, Z()] ZL[X,Z ]
Written explicitly,
det M[;, L
R = det M[X] exp e:(L [Xl]- [l]) . (5.16)
det M[, z] 1=1
The simplest decision algorithm is due to Metropolis [22]. The appropriate
procedure is to generate a walk, select a random number x E [0, 1], and
accept the walk if x > R.
Clearly, the most important requirement is that R be real and positive
definite, since min(1, R) serves as the acceptance probability. This can be
circumvented by accepting walks with probability min(1, RI) and sampling
over the phase contribution of R (i.e., ((f)) - ((feio))/((e i )), where =
arg R), but only at the cost of exponentially slower convergence. This is the
so-called fermion sign problem.
Here, we describe a scenario in which R > 0 is guaranteed. Suppose that
there is some conserved quantum number o with 2Q discrete values. This
implies that, in the appropriate basis, h -= JIxI2 + ,=1 rlthra and the
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matrix action M is block diagonal:
M1
M2M= . . (5.17)
M2Q
If, in addition, those blocks are pairwise hermitian (i.e., MM,+Q = Mt), then
Q
det M = lIdet M1 2 > 0. (5.18)
a=1
Hence R > 0, and the sign problem is avoided.
5.3.2 Update Scheme
In this section, we describe a generalization of the BSS update scheme [35, 36]
that takes into account the presence of the constraint fields. The basic algo-
rithm remains unchanged except that the walk attempts are now organized
into 2L passes (double the previous number). We apply interaction- and
constraint-field walks alternately as we step sequentially through the L time
slices: first we update the X1 fields, then the zl, then the X2, etc.
In order to perform the updates, we need to be able to calculate R
efficiently, without having to evaluate the expensive NL x NL matrix de-
terminants. To start, we define the N x N equal-time propagators
- 91 = ( + B1+1 .. BLBi ... Bl)- 1 (5.19)
These have the property that det(I - g9) = (det M)- 1 for all 1 < 1 < L.
Equation (5.19) can be inverted to recover the sequence of evolution matrices:
B+ ... BLB1...B = ( - 91)-1 - (5.20)
(= - 91) 91.
Now suppose that interaction fields on the Ith time slice are modified
(tentatively) so that T -* Tl. Using Eq. (5.20), we find
( -1) 1 = 11 + B1 B LBI .. B_-Ult,
-- + (1- gl)-1 B-IUiTi (5.21)
(1.g -) 1 (L + giA)
where A = T-l - 11. Accordingly,
det M det(11 - g)
det M det(n- ) = det(I + giA). (5.22)der 3/: det(11 - g)
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Figure 5-2: (a) Both A and K are sparse N x N matrices with zero entries
everywhere except for a small m x m' block. (b) g, on the other hand, is
dense; nonethless, only the transposed m' x m block of its entries are required
to compute R and K.
If only a small number of fields is modified, then A has only a few nonzero
entries-confined to a small m x m' block, say. Then, Eq. (5.22) says that
the ratio of two NL x NL determinants is equal to the ratio of two N x N
determinants, which in turn is equal to a single m' x m' determinant. This
simplifies the calculation of R enormously.
If the walk is accepted, gl must be modified to reflect the change in the
field configuration. From Eq. (5.21), it follows that
- -- (I + g1A)- 1 (l - g)(5.23)
= [t + g1A(t + g1A) - 1] (it - 91l).23)
Hence, updates to g can be effected iteratively using
91 = 9 - glA(l + gA)- 1 (t - 9g). (5.24)
Note that Eq. (5.24) has the form . = g - glK( - gl), which allows for
relatively fast updating since the matrix kernel K = A(I + glA)- 1, like A,
has only an m x m' block of nonzero entries.
Let a denote the block of nonzero entries of A and let g represent the
corresponding transposed block of entries from g; see Fig. 5-2. Then, as
we claimed earlier, R = det(t + g0) is given by a single m' x m' matrix
determinant. Similarly, the nonzero block of K can be computed with a
single m' x m' matrix inversion, = a(I + 0)- 1. This is an important
optimization, since the simulation spends much of its time in the loop of
walks and updates.
When the block width m' is very small, it is easy to solve for R and R
explicitly. If m' = 1, then R = 1 + g0 and A = -0. If m' = 2, then R = 1 +
tr((gD) + det(gO) and Ji = -0D[I + det(gO)(lO)-l]. These expressions can then
be implemented directly (i.e., expanded out and coded component-wise),
saving us the expense of computing numerically a generic matrix determinant
and matrix inverse for each walk.
ml::::
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By this procedure, we systematically update all the interaction fields on
the Ith time slice. To do the same for the constraint fields, we apply the
transformation
91+1/2 = T+lgITl+l, (5.25)
which positions U1 at the far right of the matrix product:
11 - 91+1/2 = ( + TB 1+1 .. BLB1 l BiU) 1 . (5.26)
We then entertain trial moves of the form U1 - U1. R and K are computed
from 91+1/2 and A = UtU - . Once all the fields on a given time slice have
been updated, the entire procedure can be repeated by applying the cyclic
identity gl+1 = Ult 1gl+l/ 2Ul+l to advance to the next time slice.
On a real computer with limited floating point precision, the shifting
operation [Eq. (5.25)] can only be performed so many times before rounding
errors become fatal. gl must be regularly recomputed from scratch.
5.3.3 Accounting for Autocorrelation Effects
We have described how the update process can be made computationally
efficient by restricting the attempted moves to a small number of fields on a
single time slice. The trade-off is that these baby-step modifications do not
substantially change the overall field configuration. Thus, configurations
separated by a single walk-call them X(n) and X(n+l)-cannot serve as
independent random variables in the Markov chain.
A more appropriate measure of progress is the sweep, which denotes a
sequence of walks applied systematically to each field on each time slice.
After one sweep, a fraction a of the fields has been updated, where a is the
average acceptance ratio for the attempted moves. Many sweeps may be
required to produce a new independent field configuration. This number,
which we denote by nl, is commonly called the autocorrelation time (in the
sense of stochastic or simulation time rather than physical time).
Since the configurations will continue to have a significant overlap so
long as many individual fields go un-updated, it is the case that n1 > 1/a.
Clearly, there is an interest in preventing a from getting too small, lest
the autocorrelation time grow unmanageably long. The value of a can be
increased by imposing an upper bound on the step sizes IX- XI, Iz- z or by
skewing the distribution of step sizes so that large steps are more rare. (a can
be made arbitrarily close to 1 by taking the step size small enough.) At the
same time, reducing the step size restricts the sampling of the configuration
space, so using too small a step size may be counterproductive. These two
competing effects lead to an optimal intermediate value of a at which the
algorithm is maximally efficient. In practice, rather than fussing over the
precise best value of a, we simply adopt the "Goldilocks rule" and aim for
a 50%, either by judiciously choosing a fixed step size or by implementing
an adaptive algorithm that modifies the step size on the fly.
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Note that in many applications it is possible to employ finite fields that
range over a discrete set of values [39]. In that case, the step size cannot be
tuned arbitrarily. Thus, it may not be possible to adjust the acceptance ratio
to its optimal value. For this reason, we recommend the use of continuous
fields, which do not suffer from this problem.
For a data set consisting of Q total sweeps, the degree of overlap between
configurations separated by n sweeps (with n << Q) can be measured as
follows: Q-n
C(n) = ReX(n+m)X(m) (5.27)
m=l
The stochastic time scale over which these correlations decay is precisely the
autocorrelation time that characterizes the update routine: C(n)- C(O) 
e- n/n'. Thus, measurements of Eq. (5.27) can be used to compute the value
of ni.
Since n1 represents the basic time scale for meaningful changes in the
fields, we can take the thermalization time to be some large number of
autocorrelation times; e.g., no = 1000nl. Thus, the appropriate choice of
sample set for use in Eq. (5.13) is
S = {((n), z(n)): n = no,no + n, no + 2n,.... (5.28)
5.4 Computing Physical Observables
Every measurable property of the system can be expressed as an ensemble
average of a physical operator acting in the Hilbert space of the original
Hamiltonian (using either (A) = Z - 1 Tr' e-HA or its time-ordered general-
ization). In the determinant Monte Carlo scheme, however, the descriptive
framework is no longer the system of fermions but instead the dual system of
interacting fields. The Grassman degrees of freedom have been purged, and
the detailed evolution of the fermion states is no longer directly accessible.
Nonetheless, that information is not lost; rather, it is encoded, albeit in-
directly (i.e., highly non-locally), in the configuration of the auxiliary fields.
As we shall show, every operator has an auxiliary-field-dependent counter-
part (operator A +-+ function A[X, z]) that, when field averaged via Eq. (5.13),
is equal to (A). This section is devoted to clarifying that correspondence.
Let us consider the most general measurement that can be made using
the determinant quantum Monte Carlo scheme. It is possible to compute
the ensemble average of any time-ordered operator sequence
1Tr(A(' T [)dTt(T() ...0A 3(T")0( T ... ]
(5.29)
As it turns out, we can treat this in much the same way we did the
partition function. Repeating the manipulations that took us from Eq. (5.1)
to Eq. (5.10), and letting the time ordering control the placement of the
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operator insertions-i.e.,
Pe-Eh(xL) . . Pe-Eh(x1+l) Ae - Eh(xl) ... Pe- &h(X1) (5.30)
for e(1 mod L - 1/2) < T' < e(1 mod L + 1/2)-we find that Eq. (5.29) is
equivalent to
z /dX dzt d(A-B-C- .u * )e-SO -nM (5.31)
where A- is the Grassman variable object built from the anti-normal-ordered
form of A [see Eq. (A.24) and accompanying discussion] and M is a co-
efficient matrix equal to M but augmented by a row and column with
unit entry on the diagonal for each of the additional Grassman variables
at T', l, · ", ... :
/ ,-~ , ,-,-i\
' i +ui 
-Ut T 2
-vt T1
_Ut
-Ut+ 1 T1+1
-TTt Tr
(5.32)
"L -L/
We then perform, in Eq. (5.31), the integration
L
/d d I d/l dl 7drld , Tdr r/i,"d dr..r , (5.33)
cognizant that the product A-B-C- represents a string of Grassman
variables. What remains is an integral over the auxiliary fields,
Z-l/dxdz ( ±M-1 . M-1) (det M)e-s. (5.34)
The first factor of the integrand is a linear combination of inverse matrix
entries, structured according to Wick's theorem. (See Eq. (2.84) of Ref. [37].)
The remaining factors satisfy (detM)e -S = ZL[X,z], as defined in
Eq (5.11), since the additional unit entries in Eq. (5.32) do not change the
value of the determinant (det M = det M). This means that any physical
property can be extracted from the same sample set we discussed in Sect. 5.3.
Evaluating Eq. (5.29) amounts to averaging ±M - 1 .. M - 1 according to
Eq. (5.13).
Starting with the simplest case, we find that the discrete two-point
A =
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Green's function is given by
(aic (Tk )4(Tl)) = ((Gkl;ij;ap)), (5.35)
where Gkl is the matrix block formed by the rk, rl components of M - 1 .
Explicitly, these are
( + B+1 .' BLB1.. Bl)1B1+1... Bk k > 
Gkl = - ( + B+1 ." BLB1... Bl) 1 k = (5.36)
-Bl+l ... BLB1 ... Bk(n + Bl+l ... BLB1... Bl)- 1 k < l.
More generally, the n-point function is constructed from linear combina-
tions of the G matrices:
( lat (kl)Oi2a2 (Tk2) . .Oinan ( kn ) Jnn (T2 ) .1 .^ )O4fil (Tl))
= (-1)K(Gklll;iCjl;;aCfl ... Gk¢,ln;iCnjn;Canfin)). (5.37)
The summation is over all permutations of degree n. Even and odd permu-
tations contribute a factor (-1)( = 1 and -1, respectively.
Recall that, by assumption, the model exhibits a conserved quantum
number with even symmetry. The G matrices have no off-diagonal compo-
nents in this quantum number, and the diagonal components are pairwise
conjugate:
f Gl;jj;cuu if 1_<<QGkl;ij;c = G l;ij;aQaQ if < 2Q. (5.38)
{ kl;ij;-Q,-Q-
Since only half the components are independent, we need only keep track of
the I a < Q components. B and Gkl can be stored as (N/2) x (N/2)
matrices, which reduces the computer memory requirements by a factor of
four.
A further simplification follows from the imaginary-time translational
invariance of the model. It is not necessary to compute all of the L2 compo-
nents of Gkl. Rather, it suffices to construct the following 3L - 2 quantities:
(>) = GL-,L = (1 + B1.. BL)-1 B1 '. BL-I
=)--Gl, l = ( - + B 1+1 ... BLB1... Bl)- 1 (5.39)
1 ©<) = GL,L-I -BL-I... BL(1 + B... BL)- 1
for 0 < I < L, and
0 0 =(<) 0 GLL. (5.40)
Here, we have introduced the superscript notation (>), (=), and (<) to
label the postive-, equal-, and negative-time propagators. We have already
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encountered the equal-time version [see Eq. (5.19)], which we previously
denoted gl.
In terms of these time-translation-invariant propagators, the common
two- and four-point functions are given by
//,((9< ifk > 
(0(Tk)t(T1)) _ -)) if k < I(5.41)
and
.(7k)1(Ti) d (2) w ((sk-1 0 ((l k-11 ik-11)) (5.42)
In Eqs. (5.41) and (5.42), we have suppressed all site and spin labels.
5.5 Numerical Stabilization
One serious drawback of the BSS algorithm is that its floating point precision
requirements increase without bound as the simulation temperature goes to
zero. On a typical 32-bit machine, the lowest accessible temperature is
/ - 4W, where W is the width of the energy spectrum of H. This is a
serious impediment because it is precisely the low-temperature properties of
the system that are typically of interest.
In the first instance, the culprit is the the half-time-step shifting oper-
ation, Eq. (5.25), which is used to advance from the current time slice to
the next temporal link. It introduces serious rounding errors each time it
is applied. Up to a point, this difficulty can be circumvented by occasion-
ally recomputing g directly from Eq. (5.19). As the temperature is lowered,
however, the number of shifts that can be safely performed decreases, and gl
must be recomputed more and more often. At some sufficiently low temper-
ature, the allowed number of shifts drops to zero, and gl must be recomputed
for each time slice.
The more fundamental limitation is that, at lower temperatures still, it
becomes impossible even to recompute g9 using standard numerical tech-
niques (e.g., Gaussian elimination). The product of the evolution matrices
B1 "BL / H L lUle eh(xl) has eigenvalues both exponentially large and ex-
ponentially small in /3W. It is effectively ill-conditioned on a finite precision
computer: i.e., cond(Bi ... BL) eW > F, where Foo is the machine
infinity. And its largest eigenvalues swamp the unit contribution whenever
we attempted to compute the propagator ( + B 1 ... BL)-1
The essence of the problem is that the BSS algorithm trades off numerical
stability for speed. There exists a more straightforward update scheme [29],
one that does not suffer from stability problems, but it involves keeping
track of the coefficient matrix M in its entirety and naively computing its
complete NL x NL inverse after each time step. This method is grossly
inefficient. Its computational requirements scale as CPU N3 L3, making
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Figure 5-3: L = 24 time slices are partitioned into bundles of at most Lo = 5.
The starting position of each bundle is given by k = 1, k2 = 6, k3 = 11,
k4 = 16, and k5 = 20.
it intractable for large numbers of time slices. The advantage of the BSS
algorithm is that its working matrices are only N x N in size, L in number.
Hence, CPU - N3L.
Hirsch attempted to interpolate between these two schemes [40] by col-
lapsing the time slices into P = L/Lo groups of Lo. Here, the same set of
NP x NP matrix manipulations are repeated Lo times, which means that
CPU - (NP)3 Lo = N3 Lp 2. The troublesome BSS matrix is replaced by
a larger, better-conditioned one. The trade-off is that the execution time
increases by a factor of p2 . This method has been used with some suc-
cess [41, 42, 43, 44].
A more sophisticated approach due to White, Scalapino, and Sugar [45]
uses Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to decompose the evolution matrices
into independent modes covering the full range of energy scales. They are
expressed as the product of well-conditioned dense matrices and diagonal
matrices holding the terms that vary widely in magnitude. The computation
is organized to keep the large and small eigenvalues separated from one
another. The rounding error introduced at each matrix operation is thus
minimized.
It is possible to acheive the same effect without resorting to complicated
matrix factorization. We make use of the fact that shorter strings of evolu-
tion matrices have a correspondingly smaller numerical range. If the time
slices are collected into bundles of size Lo, then cond(Bi ... BLO) eW/P
where the number of bundles is P = ceil(L/Lo). It is possible to choose the
bundle size small enough (small Lo, large P) so that ePW/P < F,. Using
these bundles, we compute small propagator fragments that can later be
assembled using special matrix composition operations [46]:
x ®) - Y(- y -x- + 2xy)-lx
yy( - - y + 2y)- (n -).
Any subset of the time slices ki(= 1) < k2 < ... < kp < L naturally
partitions the time slices into bundles [kl, k2 - 1], [k2 , k3 - 1], . , [kp, L]. For
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our purposes, it is convenient to choose kp = 1 + (p - 1)Lo, as depicted in
Fig. 5-3. The corresponding propagator fragments are
A = (i + BkBkp+ ... Bk+1p+ll -1 if 1 < p < P
(p + BkpBkp+l ... BL)- 1 (5.44)
Each of these can be safely computed so long as the numerical range efW/P 
e'LOW is small enough. (There is no lower bound to the temperatures that
are accessible by this method since Lo - Lo/L can be made arbitrarily
small by a combination of increasing the total number of time slices and
decreasing the time-slice bundle size.)
The Ap matrices are numerically stable building blocks. We string them
together using the composition operations defined in Eq. (5.43) in order to
construct the full propagators. These operations are associative and satisfy
(1 + a) -1 (11 + b)-1 = (11 + ab)-1 and (11 + a)- ( + b)-1 = (a-l + b)-1 .
The equal-time propagator, evaluated at one of the special times kp, is
given by
0(7) = 1 - (- + Bkp+l ... BLB1 ... Bkp)(5
kp - (5.45)
= - A p+l - Ap A OAp.
The remaining intermediate values (kp < 1 < kp+l) can be filled in using
g(=) =. B - 1 ... B)Bl (5.46)1 IIkp- 1 .... Bkp - 1
To compute the positive- and negative-time propagators, it is helpful to
express them in the form
L- = (B 1 ... B 1 ± B 1 1 .+  BL)- 1 (5.47)g(<) =-(B B; +1 + )B1 BI ,
rather than as shown in Eq. (5.39). It follows that
L-kp 1 (B . B1 + Bk1 ... BL)-1
- (A1 -' Ap ) (Ap+l i' (4 Ap)
= (Al ( AP) (g (AP+,( i AP) (5.48)
L-kp =-(BL 1 k +l + B1 B)
= - (AP+1 .. ( A) (A1 (.O Ap).
The remaining values can by computed using
FL-> = L-(>)kpBkp+ l... Bl
5L- =L kp -5 p(5.49)
(< = B -.- BkPp+x-l (< ) p+1L-1 ~~~~~~~L-k+
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5.6 Kondo Lattice Model
In this chapter, we have described a method for simulating lattice fermions
that live in a constrained Hilbert space. The method is applicable to any
system whose Hamiltonian is pairwise conjugate in some conserved quantum
number and whose constraint can be represented by an integral in the form
of Eq. (5.9). We now specialize to the KLM, our model of interest, and show
that it meets these criteria.
The KLM Hamiltonian is given by
H = -tZ (cfcj + cCi) + J co -cii B- E(cta 3ci + Si). (5.50)
(ij) i i
Its spins can be represented by S = ftaf, provided that we restrict
ftf = 1. This is in keeping with our strategy of reducing the system to
purely fermionic variables subject to constraints. In this representation, the
exchange interaction looks like
ctcr · stof = E [2ccsft, fs - ctcsft,f']
ss' (5.51)
- Z[2cs ftfs - (ccs + fstfs)] +1.
ss
I
Up to a constant, this is equal to the anticommutator {O, 6t} of the hy-
bridization operator 0 = f t c. It is straightforward to show that
t6 = E Cs - Cs' fst/fS
S s as' (5.52)
00t = ff - CCs'fsfs.
SS'
Comparing these results with Eq. (5.51), we see that
Ot6 + 66 t = 1 - 2ctac . (5.53)
We now change to a new fermion basis in which the symmetry of the
Hamiltonian is explicit. (An important requirement for what follows is that
the lattice be bipartite.) Consider the mapping
C','i tiK lii2 (5.54)
fil (-l)i+lTt
which consists of a particle-hole transformation in the down spin channel,
a 7r/2 rotation of the conduction electrons in the A sublattice, and a 7r/2
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rotation of the local spins in the B sublattice. The hopping term in the
Hamiltonian is invariant under this mapping: the nearest neighbour sites
i and j are in different sublattices and thus ccj t= i + r/i. In the
Zeeman term, however, the local magnetization is transformed into a density
operator: ct3ci = 7i- 1. B/2 now plays the role of a chemical potential.
The resulting Hamiltonian is
H -t E (pit + Ski) -4 Z(6oti + bi o)(ij) i(555)
2 (i +i) + (J/4 + B)N.
Following Eq. (5.53), we have expressed the exchange interaction in terms
of the hybridization operator 0 = l71 + r/2
Decomposing the interaction in the hybridization channel yields
e4 tOdOXt) JIdX exp [- (x2 + (Xt + )), (5.56)
where X is a complex field. Making the identification e--EH fdX e- Eh[X],
Eq. (5.55) is replaced with the bilinear (field-dependend) Hamiltonian
h[X] t (i7qj + h.c.) + (X 0i) + h.c.]
~~~(ii~) (5.57)
_ + (t t)  +J 1Xil2 + (J/4 + B)N.
2 2
Up to a constant, Eq. (5.57) is equal to
2 CXil2 + E [71 )h (ij ) + (i2 2) hj (2)], (5.58)
i ii
where hij has nonzero entries only between nearest neighbours and onsite:
hij = ~( g) and hii 2 (J- J) (5.59)
We conclude that the model has no sign problem. According to Eq. (5.58),
the Hamiltonian divides into two hermitian-conjugate blocks, associated with
the pseudo-spin values a = 1 and a = 2. This corresponds to the Q = 1
case of Eq. (5.17). In the original basis, this symmetry was not apparent.
Another consequence of working in the 7r and I basis is that the occu-
pation constraint is transformed into the requirement that the number of J
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Figure 5-4: The bipartite lattice consists of interpenetrating A (solid dots)
and B (open dots) sublattices. The checkerboard decomposition partitions
the bonds into those that emerge right, left, up, and down from sites on the
A sublattice.
fermions be even:
(5.60)
As we show in Appendix A.4, the operator P that projects onto the even-
occupancy states has the integral form
dz exp [(; 0') C ] . (5.61)
At this point, the formal correspondence with our earlier notation is
complete. The Lagrangian offset £0 = J JilXil 2 + const can be read off
from Eq. (5.58). Exponentiating Eq. (5.59) gives T = eEh. From Eq. (5.61),
we identify the constraint matrix
Uii= 0)Zi/ (5.62)
The constraint field updates are carried out as exactly as described in
Sect. 5.3.2. For example, if one contraint field at site io is modified then
U - U implies that A -= U- 1U - has the form
(5.63)
The acceptance ratio is R = 1 + (ZioZi - 1)gioio;¢, and the equal-time prop-
agator is updated with = g - gK(It - g). The update kernel is
Kij = ivi,oai5 0O
0
zO
1+(Zioi~! - 1)gioio;E
(5.64)
Updates for the interaction fields, however, are not so straightforward. A
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difficulty we have not yet discussed is that each entry Tij depends nonlinearly
on every field value Xi. The exponentiation T = e h involves an infinite series
of matrix products
1 2(eeh)ij = ij + hij + 2 -hihj~j + -e3 Chijjhj, "hj,,j +  (5.65)jt j'j"
so that every site is connected to every other by a chain of operators. The
update scheme, however, depends on our being able to limit changes in T to
a small block of entries.
We can accomplish this, at least approximately, by partitioning the
Hamiltonian into mutually isolated pieces whose bond operators share no
sites in common. We first separate the off-diagonal and diagonal compo-
nents, h(x) = h(t) + h(JB)(X). We further break up the hopping term by
bond direction: using the checkerboard decomposition shown in Fig. 5-4, we
write h(t) = Z h(t,6) where 6 = left, right, up, down.
This allows us to write T as a product
T = e'h = ( T(,))T(JB) + O(E2) (566)
with terms that are trivially exponentiated and local in Xi. The nonzero
entries of T(t,6 ) are given by
§(t, 6) [eEh(t '6)] (coshEt 0) (5.67)
and
T()[eh(t)]iJ (si t 0 (5.68)
where i labels a site in the A sublattice and j = i+6 a site in the B sublattice.
T(JB) is diagonal in the site indices:
T(JB) _ [ eeh(IjB) ]iI _ eeB/2 ( cosh eJxi/21 IX sinh JeJXi/2 69)
B) = E~~h(JB)]~ - sinh xJi/21 cosh EJXi/2 (5.69)
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Chapter 6
Stochastic Analytic
Continuation
6.1 Outline
Wick rotation transforms imaginary time correlation functions into real,
measurable response functions. Analytical results, or numerical results fit to
a known functional form, allow for a simple substitution of variables: e.g.,
-it t(1 + iO+). In general, however, this is not possible. To interpret the
results of computer simulations such as quantum Monte Carlo and to make
comparisons with experiment, we require a technique that reliably extracts
spectral information from imaginary time data. At issue is how best to do
this given that the input data is intrinsically noisy and incomplete.
The most widely used technique is the venerable maximum entropy
method (MEM) [47, 48, 49], which selects the best candidate solution that
is consistent with the data. Here, "best" means most likely in the Bayesian
sense. There are several variations on the algorithm, but in general it plays
out as a competition between the goodness-of-fit measure X2 and the en-
tropic prior S. In practice, one minimizes the functional X2 - a-l'S (for some
a-1 7 0). The presence of the entropic prior introduces a non-linearity that
pulls the minimum away from the least squares solution. One of the key
advantages to the method is that it is rigourously derived from statistical
considerations and guarantees a unique solution (for each a).
Another strategy is to generate a sequence of possible solutions and then
take their mean, with the hope that spurious features will be averaged out
and legitimate features reinforced (as, e.g., in Ref. [50]). Such methods,
however, tend to be ad hoc and are not rigourously justified. There are no
criteria for selecting which solutions to include or for assigning their relative
weights in the sum. Moreover, how these schemes are related to the MEM
solution is unclear. There is no reason a priori to believe that an average
over several possible spectra will be closer to the true spectrum than the
single most probable one.
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Nonetheless, there is compelling evidence that averaging methods can
produce better spectra than the MEM. In particular, Sandvik [25] has shown
that an unbiased thermal average of all possible spectra, Boltzmann weighted
according to X2, produces (in several test cases) an average spectrum that is
in better agreement with the true spectrum (found via exact diagonalization)
than is the MEM result. Indeed, our own experience suggests that the MEM
is unduly biased toward smooth solutions: sharp spectral features tend to
be washed out or obliterated.
In this chapter, we show how the averaging approach can be made sys-
tematic. We relate the analytic continuation problem to a system of inter-
acting classical fields living on the unit interval and prove that the MEM
solution is realized as its mean field configuration. From that point of view,
Sandvik's method amounts to allowing thermal fluctuations about this mean
field configuration. It is, in some sense, the most natural dynamical general-
ization of the MEM. Finally, we sketch out an improved algorithm for per-
forming the stochastic sampling and provide test results for the two methods
applied to the spectrum of a simple BCS superconductor.
6.2 Analytic Continuation
A dynamical correlation function of imaginary time, G(T) = (T[O(r)Ot(O)]),
satisfies the (anti-)periodicity relation G(7 + P) = TG(-), where the upper
sign holds for fermionic operators and the lower sign for bosonic ones. Since
it is uniquely determined by its values in the region -r [0, /), the function
admits a discrete Fourier transform
G ( ) E-iW - G(P) (6.1a)
Wn
G(wn) = dr eiwnT-G(r), (6.1b)
where the sum is over the Matsubara frequencies wn = (2n + l)r/3 for
fermions and wn = 2n7r//3 for bosons, with n G Z.
Provided that IG(wn)l falls off at least as fast as 1/wJnl when n - oc
(which is guaranteed so long as the operator (anti-)commutator satisfies
(00 t ± OtO) < c), the Fourier components are representable in terms of a
function of the form g) dJ p(w)(z) = /_ r z - (6.2)
with the identification G(wn) -= (iwn). The function p(w) is real-valued and
satisfies p(w) 0 for fermions and sgn(w)p(w) > 0 for bosons. Note that
9(z) is analytic everywhere in the complex plane, with the possible exception
of the real line. Wherever p(w) is nonzero, there will be a corresponding jump
in g(z):
g(w + iO+) - g(w - iO+) = ±p(w).
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The principle of analytic continuation states that given the value of g(z)
at a countably infinite number of points along the imaginary axis-by which
we mean that G(w,) or, equivalently, G(T) is known-we can uniquely extend
g(z) from those points to the full complex plane. In particular, we can find
its values just above and just below the real axis and hence, via Eq. (6.3),
extract p(w).
According to Eq. (6.2), we can write
G(Wn) ~ = T d| pe-(w)  (6.4)G(cn) -F2~2r in - W'
Transforming back to imaginary time, via Eq. (6.1a), and performing the
Matsubara frequency sum yields
G(T) F= e p(w)
n e-p( (6.5)
f dw e- rp(w) (6.5)
= 2r e-& 1
= d K(T, )A(w).
In the last line, we have defined
K( cw) |{ e- o / (e- , + 1) fermions (6.6)
we- " / (e - -l 1) bosons
and
A(w) = fp(w)/27r fermions (6.7)
p(w)/27rw bosons.
(For some applications it may be more appropriate to define K(T, w) = e- t
and A(w) = p(w)/2r(e- W - 1) in the bosonic case.) The spectral function
A(w), which we shall view as the main quanitity of interest, is positive
definite and satisfies a sum rule fdw A(w) = AJ < oc.
Equation (6.5) tells us that we can interpret G(r) as a linear functional
of A(w) with kernel K(T, w). Hence, the analytic continutation is equivalent
to the functional inversion A(w) = K-1[G(T)]. Only a finite inversion is
practicable, however. If we discretize frequency and imaginary time using
a uniform mesh (with spacings A7 and Aw), then Aj = A(Aw . j)Aw and
Gk = G(AT k) are related by Aj = Yk KjklGk. The problem is thus
reduced to a matrix inversion of
eAwAT-j-k
Kkj e-0A.j -1' (6.8)
This inversion is not an easy one to perform, however. The condition
number of Kjk is extremely large: the matrix will have eigenvalues both
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exponentially large and exponentially small in 3. This means that computa-
tion of the inversion requires extremely high numerical precision [51]. Worse,
the inversion problem is ill-posed and responds badly to any measurement
error in the input set Gk. The inversion typically overfits the noise with
spurious high-frequency modes in Aj.
The history of practical analytic continuation methods is one of continual
refinement of the procedures for regularization of the matrix inversion. The
simplest example of regularization is to try
Aj = Z(Kkj + ASkj)-'Gk. (6.9)
k
Since the high-frequency modes in Aj are generated by the smallest eigen-
values of Kjk, a nonzero value of A will have the effect of suppressing those
modes with eigenvalues on the order or A or smaller. To see this, note that
for each eigenvalue E of Kjk, there is an eigenvalue in the inverse matrix
that is modified according to 1/E 1/(E + A).
This naive scheme has two major flaws. First, filtering out the high fre-
quency modes in this way has the effect of eliminating from the spectral
function all fine structure below a certain frequency scale, whether spurious
or real. Second, it does not ensure that Aj > 0, as required. The MEM,
which we describe briefly in the next section, is considerably more sophisti-
cated about what to filter and has nonnegativity built in.
6.3 Maximum Entropy Method
Suppose that to the exact function G(T) we have a measured approximation
G(T). In practice, this will usually have been generated from some Monte
Carlo simulation, so that
G(T) = G(T) + statistical noise. (6.10)
The goodness-of-fit functional
X2[A] = ()2 dw K(,w)A(w) - () (6.11)
measures how closely the correlation function generated from A(w) [via
Eq. (6.5), the forward model] matches 0(T). Here, ca(r) is the best-guess
estimate of the total measurement error in 0G(). (See Appendix A.6.) There
is also an entropy associated with each spectral function,
SLA] = -/dw A(w) n (A(w)/D(w)) , (6.12)
which measures the information content of A(w). Here, D(w) is the so-called
default model, a smooth function that serves as the zero (maximum) entropy
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configuration. Any features of the true spectral function known in advance
can be encoded in D(w).
It can be shown that the likelihood of any A(w) being the true spec-
tral function is equal to P[A] _ e- Q[A] where Q = x2 - a-1 S (and c- 1
is a parameter that controls the degree of regularization). The MEM so-
lution corresponds to the spectral function that minimizes Q. In practice,
the minimization of Q is treated as a numerical optimization problem and
is typically performed using the Newton-Raphson algorithm or some other
gradient search technique. Nonetheless, a formal solution can be found by
identifying the spectral function for which Q is stationary with respect to
functional variation. The result, derived in Appendix A.7, is
A(w) = e"mD(w)exp -2a ( ) 2 (T ()K(T, w)j (6.13)
where
(-) = /dw K(i-,w)A(w) - 0(T) (6.14)
and /z is a Lagrange multiplier chosen to enforce the normalization.
In two trivial limits, this set of equations can be solved exactly. When
a --+ o, Eq. (6.13) demands that b -+ 0. This yields the noisy, unregularized
spectrum A(w) = K-1 [G(-)], which is the solution that minimizes X2[A].
When a --+ 0, A(w) = D(w), the smooth default function. This solution
maximizes S[A]. Note that these results come about because Q - X2[A] and
Q - -S[A], respectively, in the two limits.
Over the full range of intermediate values (0 < a < oc), Eq. (6.13) con-
stitutes a one-parameter family of solutions interpolating between these two
extremes. An additional condition must be imposed to remove this ambi-
guity, i.e., to turn the family of solutions into a single final spectrum. In
classic MEM, one takes the point of view that somewhere between over-
fitting and over-smoothing lies an ideal intermediate range centred on some
optimal value of a. In other schemes, the final result is produced by aver-
aging, A(w) = fo°do w(ac)A(ca,w)/ff00daow(a), in which case the question
becomes which weighting function w(a) to use. In their definitive review [24],
Jarrel and Gubernatis address these issues in greater detail.
6.4 The Stochastic Approach
In this section and the next, we introduce the stochastic analytic contin-
uation approach and demonstrate how it is related to the MEM. To start,
consider a smooth mapping Aq: R - [0, 1], which takes the frequency domain
of the spectral function onto the unit interval. Such a function will be of the
form
M' = V / dvD(v) (6.15)
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where D = fM' is positive definite and (like A) normalized to AJ but oth-
erwise arbitrary. (We use the notation D for the mapping's kernel in antic-
ipation of identifying it with the default model of the MEM.) Then,
1=I /VaA ( 1d9(=D(o ) =] dxn(x). (6.16)
In the last line, we have made the change of variables x = (w) and intro-
duced the dimensionless field
n(x) = A(DQ (x)) (6.17)
Under this change of variables, Eq. (6.11) becomes
H[n(x)] j c( T)2 jdx K(r, x)n(x) - G(T) (6.18)
with K(T, (w)) = K(T, ). We take the point of view that Eq. (6.18) is the
Hamiltonian for the system of classical fields {n(x)}. Then, supposing the
system is held fixed at a fictitious inverse temperature a, it has a partition
function Z = dn e- "H[n] with a measure of integration
/dn= j (ndn(x))( dx n(x)- 1) (6.19)
The thermally averaged value of the field is
(n(x))= + Idn n(x)etH[n] (6.20)
The corresponding "thermally regulated" spectral function,
(A(w)) = (n(Oq(w)))D(w), (6.21)
can be recovered using Eq. (6.17).
At zero temperature (a _- oc), Eq. (6.20) simply picks out the ground-
state field configuration; the corresponding spectral function is the unregu-
larized analytic continuation result. In the high temperature limit (c - 0),
Eq. (6.20) represents an unweighted average over all possible field configura-
tions. In that case, the average is completely independent of the input func-
tion G(-) and as such can only yield the zero-information result (n(x)) = 1.
From Eq. (6.17), it follows that D(w) is the corresponding spectral function.
These limits are precisely those of the MEM, which we discussed at the
end of Sect. 6.3. Note that the kernel of the mapping in Eq. (6.15) plays the
same role as the MEM's default model and the fictitious temperature the
same role as the MEM's regularization parameter.
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6.5 Approximate Solutions
Now let us extend our "interacting classical field" analogy a little further.
Expanding the square in Eq. (6.18), we can cast the Hamiltonian in the
familiar form
H[n(x)] = dx(x)n(x) + de(x)n(x) dy V(x,y)n(x)n(y), (6.22)
with a free dispersion
e(x) =-2 o d( r)k (r, x) (6.23)
and an interaction term
V(x,y) = V(y, x) = (2 K(, x)K(, y). (6.24)
Noninteracting system-Let us ignore the interaction term for a moment
and proceed by setting V = 0. Then, if we represent the delta function
constraint in Eq. (6.19) with an integral representation
6(X) d( exp(i(X), (6.25)
-oo
the partition function is simply Z = fOd e-iCZ(), where
Z(()= /0(fj dn(x)) eJd (e ,(x (6.26)
The saddle point solution for the field is
iin (x) = (- lnZ(0) = e- (E(x)) (6.27)
This says that the fields are Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed according to
their energy as measured with respect to a chemical potential = i/a,
which is chosen such that fdx n(x) = 1.
Mean field treatment-Now let us reintroduce V. Assuming that fluctu-
ations of the n(x) field about its mean value are negligible,
(n(x) - h(x)) (n(y) - n(y)) 0, (6.28)
the Hamiltonian has a mean field form
HMF = dx E(x)n(x) + const., (6.29)
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where
E(x) - 6H[n] = (x) + dyV(x,y)n(Y) (6.30)
Equation (6.29) leads to the saddle point solution given by Eq. (6.27) but
now with e(x) replaced by E(x). Using the definition of E(x) from Eq. (6.30),
we arrive at the self-consistent equation
ni(x)e =eexp [-a(e(x) + dyV(x,y)(y))]. (6.31)
Again, tz is a chemical potential used to fix the normalization.
Now consider the reverse change of variables taking n(x) back to A(w).
With only a little effort, one can show that Eq. (6.31) is identical to Eq. (6.13).
What this tells us is that the mean field treatment of the classical field system
is formnally equivalent to the MEM.
We can make this equivalence more explicit still. The free energy density
of the system we have just described is F = U - a-1S- , where the internal
energy is given by U = H[n(x)] and the entropy (see Appendix A.8) by
Sin - dx n(x) in n(x) (6.32)
As we saw earlier, Eqs. (6.11) and (6.18) are connected by a change of
variables. Similarly,
S[] =- d n(x) In n(x)
- dJdt (w) In ((w) (6.33)
= -Jdw A(w)ln ( (w) = SA],
where the final equality follows from comparison with Eq. (6.12). Thus, X2 =
H[n(x)] and S = S[n(x)], which makes clear that FAJ = Q = 2 - -1S -
I. This means that the MEM solution is just the one that minimizes the
free energy of the {n(x)} system at the mean field level.
6.6 Monte Carlo Evalutaion
6.6.1 Configurations and Update Scheme
The energy of a field configuration, given by Eq. (6.18), can be written in
the form
H[n(x)] = hdTh(T)2, (6.34)
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rA
nc(x)
t
a),
Figure 6-1: A field configuration of delta functions nc(x) is specified by a
set C = {r, a,} of residues and coordinates.
where
h (T) x= I() d  K(T, x)n(x) - g9(T) (6.35)
and g(T) G(r-)/a(r) is the input Green's function rescaled by the variance.
Computing (n(x)) requires that we integrate over all possible field config-
urations. To accomplish this, we need some ansatz to render the measure dn
finite. One choice is to represent each field configuration as a superposition
of delta functions. In that case, we can parameterize each configuration by
a set of residues and coordinates C = ra, a,) satisfying ry > 0, 0 < a <1,
and Ay r = 1. The corresponding field configuration is
nc(x) = r 6(x - a). (6.36)
The partition function Z = dC exp(-aHc) has a new, computationally
tractable measure
d C J drY da 6( Er -I) (6.37)
In order to calculate the energy Hc of a given configuration via Eq. (6.34),
we shall need the relation
9a) + hc() (T) -d (Tx) (6(.38))
1 (6.38)
01 (T) lyff
Now suppose that the configuration is modified (C -+ C') by altering the
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parameters in some subset A of the delta function walkers:
row rim = r + E 6\Ar>,\
c AeA ~(6.39)
a-, a'/ = a + E &1 Aa .
\AA
Accordingly, hc -* h, = hc + Ah, where
Ah(T) = [rK(T, a>)-r K(T, a>)]* (6.40)
AEA
The configuration energy changes to
H = dT (hc() + h())2
JO (6.41)
= H + jdT hT/h(T)[ ( + Ah()].
The Monte Carlo procedure is to calculate Hc and hc(T) for some ar-
bitrary starting configuation C and then update them whenever a walk is
accepted. Acceptance is determined according to the usual Metropolis al-
gorithm: create a modified trial configuration and compute its energy shift
AH = H, -Hc following Eq. (6.41); choose a random real number J E [0, 1];
if exp(-aAH) > , accept the walk and update
Hc Hc, = H + AH, (6.42)
hc hC, = hc + Ah.
The path of the delta function walkers through the configuration space
must be normalization-conserving and must satisfy detailed balance. More-
over, the entire phase space must, in principle, be accessible. Only two types
of moves are necessary to meet these criteria: (1) coordinate shifting moves,
in which the walker A is translated by a distance AaA, and (2) weight shar-
ing moves, in which the total residue of a subset of walkers is reapportioned
amongst themselves such that El r -= 1 is preserved.
It is useful, however, to introduce additional weight sharing moves that
also conserve higher moments
M(n)= 0 dxn(x)x n = Zr a. (6.43)
Sandvik has shown that such moves dramatically improve the acceptance
ratio of attempted walks at low temperature. At a minimum we want to
consider walks that preserve the overall normalization M(0) = 1. But we
also consider rearrangements of weight between n > 2 walkers that conserve
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the first n - 1 moments. Such a move can be effected as follows. Let
A= { 2 , .. A,n)} and A = {A,... , An}. Defining the scale factors
-1 if A A1Q'X = -· x,, (6.44)
,(a -a) if A A, (6.44)
we can express the changes in residue as
rx = r + rx = rx - sQx, (6.45)
where s parameterizes the one-dimensional line of constraint through the
n-dimensional space of residues. In order to preserve the positivity of the
residues, we must impose r' > 0. Hence, we need to ensure that rx > QxArx
for all A C A. Accordingly, we take s to be randomly distributed in the
interval
max(rx/QX) < s < min (r,/Q,), (6.46)
AEA- AEA+
where A- = {A: Q < 0} and A+ = {A: Qx > O}.
6.6.2 Parallel Tempering
The Monte Carlo algorithm described above can be improved by introduc-
ing parallel tempering [52]. The idea is to allow multiple instantiations
of the simulation to proceed simultaneously for a variety of parameters
{ao0 , a, ,. .. , avN} covering a large range of inverse temperatures. The temper-
ature profile is arbitrary, but we shall find it convenient to choose a constant
ratio ap+l/ap = R between one temperature layer and the next.
Most important, the field configurations in each layer are made to evolve
in parallel but not independently. Configurations are swapped between ad-
jacent layers in a way that preserves detailed balance and ensures that each
layer p will eventually settle into thermal equilibrium at inverse tempera-
ture ap. The update rule is quite simple: given two adjacent layers p and
q = p ± 1, choose a random real number E [0, 1] and swap the p and q
configurations if
exp [(Oap- q)(Hp- Hq)] > (6.47)
Parallel tempering eliminates the need for a separate, initial annealing
stage [25]. Because the simulation simultaneously samples over a large tem-
perature range, there is no danger of getting trapped in false minima: the
interlayer walks always provide a cheap pathway between configurations sep-
arated by large energy barriers. All that is required is to let the system ther-
malize for some time before sampling (i.e., before actually beginning to bin
and tabulate the field configurations). By tracking the average acceptance
rates for swaps between layers, it is straightforward to determine when the
system has equilibrated. Figure 6-2 shows a sample run (for a test case to
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0.75
0.5
0.25
0 2.5 5.0 42.5 45 47.5 50
moves x 1000
Figure 6-2: The acceptance ratio of configuration swaps between adjacent
levels (ap -+ azp+l) evolves as a function of the number of updates performed.
When the system is fully thermalized, the acceptance ratios stabilize to
asymptotic values.
be described in Sect. 6.8). We see that on a stochastic time-scale of sev-
eral tens of thousands of moves, each temperature layer settles into thermal
equilibrium.
An additional advantage of the parallel tempering algorithm is that it
yields in one run a complete temperature profile of all the important ther-
modynamic variables. In the next section, we discuss how we can put that
information to use.
6.7 Critical Temperature
The Monte Carlo simulation yields a set of thermally averaged field configu-
rations {(n(x)) : p = 0, 1,. . .N}. With little additional effort, we can also
keep track of the internal energies {U(ap) = (H[n]) : p = 01, . . .N}. In
this section, we propose a final candidate spectral function constructed from
only these quantities.
To start, note that the specific heat can be written as
(a) dU(a) p apU(ap) d In U(ap) (6.48)
C(lp) = d(o(l ) M i dp (6.48)d(a1) =InR dp
(See Appendix A.9.) In Fig. 6-3, ln U(ap) is plotted for each temperature
level. The knee in the function, occurring in the vicinity of the level p = p*,
indicates there is a jump in the specific heat. At low temperatures (a > a* 
ap*), the system freezes out and the correlations (n(x)n(y)) - (n(x))(n(y))
6.7. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
1')
In U(ap)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
P
Figure 6-3: The internal energy of the n(x)} system at each temperature
layer is plotted. The knee at p = p*, corresponding to a jump in the specific
heat, signals a thermodynamic phase transition.
become short-ranged. There is a characteristic energy scale E* = U(a*)
associated with this phase transition.
Recall that in the microcanonical ensemble, the average over all configu-
rations having energy E is given by
(n (x))E =/ dnn(x)5(E - H[n]). (6.49)
We propose that the final spectrum be defined as
((xx))) 1 E*dE (n(x))E, (6.50)
which sums over all field configurations in the ordered phase (i.e., config-
urations with energies E satisfying 0 < E < E*). Roughly speaking, this
amounts to performing an unbiased average over all spectral functions A
that surpass the fitting threshold x2[A] < E*.
Since the Monte Carlo simulation is performed at fixed temperature,
however, we must make the change of variables dE = (dU/dca)da. Equa-
tion (6.50) becomes
((n(x))) da -da (n(x)). (6.51)
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Figure 6-4: The stochastic analytic continuation method is used to extract
the spectrum of a BCS superconductor (bandwidth W = 6 and gap 2A = 1)
from noisy data. The grey region indicates the statistical uncertainty of the
computed spectrum. The inset shows the classic and Bryan MEM results.
The discretized version of this integral is
(( =p(U(ap) - U(p+I))(n(x)) (6.52)
((n(x))) U(p*) - U(aN) (6.52)
6.8 BCS Test Case
We showed in Sect. 6.5 that the stochastic analytic continuation method
is a dynamical generalization of the MEM. The question remains, What is
gained by going beyond the mean field calculation? Our contention is that
the stochastic method is better able to resolve sharp spectral features buried
in noisy data. To illustrate this point, we have taken the spectrum of a
BCS superconductor-which contains fiat regions, steep peaks, and sharp
gap edges-as a test case. The exact spectral function is
I1 lwA if A < w < W/2
A(w) = w otherwise (6.53)
0 otherwise,
where W is the bandwidth and 2A the gap magnitude.
From Eq. (6.53) we generated an exact G(T) using the forward model. We
then applied random error to the function to create an approximate G(T),
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which was made to serve as the input data for our stochastic algorithm
and for two flavours of the MEM--the classic method and a method due to
Bryan [53] (both described in Ref. [24]). Figure 6-4 shows these computed
spectra alongside the exact result.
The most striking aspect of the comparison is that the stochastically
generated spectrum does a superior job of modelling the gap. It closely
follows the trough of the gap and captures some of the sharpness of the
peaks at the gap edges. The MEM spectra, on the other hand, are much
too smooth. The classic MEM spectrum is especially poor. It is at best
a caricature of the true BCS spectrum: the sharp features are completely
washed out and the depression at w = 0 is not a fully developed gap.
Bryan's algorithm does a somewhat better job of reproducing the gap and
its adjacent peaks, but in doing so it also forms a second pair of spurious
humps around w = 2. In our experience, this is typical behaviour. The
MEM method has trouble making sudden transitions from regions of high
to low curvature. What one tends to get is a smooth curve gently oscillating
around the correct result. The stochastic method, in contrast, seems to have
no trouble generating a flat region next to a sharp peak.
6.9 Summary
In this paper, we have made the case that the MEM is not the best method
for extracting spectral information from imaginary time data. Instead, we
advocate the use of the stochastic analytic continuation method. Our claim
is that the stochastic method is at least as good as the MEM and may even
surpass it for a broad class of problems in which the spectrum to be extracted
has very sharp features.
This is a difficult point to argue convincingly. New analytic continuation
methods tend to face considerable resistance, and claims of superiority on
their behalf are met (quite rightly) with a high degree of skepticism. The
MEM has a record of years of successful use in a variety of settings; plus, it
offers the comfort of a seemingly rock-solid mathematical rationale. Compet-
ing schemes tend to lack any clear justification other than a few tantalizing
examples of their performance in a handful of test cases.
The prevailing opinion is that the MEM is the definitive "solution" to
the analytic continuation problem. Some other method may produce better
spectra in particular special cases, but as a general method, the MEM has
to win out. The thinking goes: no other algorithm can outperform the
MEM because its solution is, by construction, the unique, best candidate
spectrum-a claim that rests on the firm foundation of Bayesian logic.
What this line of reasoning misses, however, is the possibility that an
average of many likely candidates might better reproduce the true spectral
function than does the single most likely spectrum. To give a path integral
analogy, we would argue that including fluctuations about a saddle point
solution (the single most likely field configuration) can yield a result closer
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to the full integral. This is how we go about justifying the stochastic analytic
continuation method.
Let us be careful about what can be established rigourously. To be pre-
cise, the standard conditional probability analysis used to derive the MEM
proves only that the most likely spectrum belongs to the family of solutions
(parameterized by c - l) that minimizes Q = X2 - a- 1 S. From our point of
view, then, what is required of an averaging method is that it produce at the
mean field level a family of solutions that coincides with the MEM result.
The stochastic method, as we have formulated it, does exactly this-under
the guise of minimizing the free energy FAf (= Q) of a system of classical
fields at a fictitious temperature c - 1.
This correspondence gives us a new way of thinking about the MEM
solution. We know that even though a path integral contains jagged, dis-
continuous field configurations, its saddle point solution is always a smooth,
continuous function. This highlights the main deficiency of the MEM-that
it fails to model well spectral functions that are not sufficiently smooth-
and makes clear why the stochastic method does not suffer from the same
limitation.
Another advantage of the stochastic approach is that it helps us to talk
about the analytic continuation problem using a more physical language.
Having identified the regularization parameter as a temperature, we can ask
how the system behaves thermodynamically. The answer, we have suggested,
is that the system exhibits ordered and disordered phases that can be inter-
preted as the good-fitting and ill-fitting regimes. We believe that this gives
a much more intuitive picture than does the somewhat obscure probability
analysis of the MEM.
We close with a recapitulation of the main results. We have presented
a new variant of the stochastic analytic continuation method that differs
from Sandvik's original prescription as follows: as a matter of mathematical
formulation, it includes an additional internal freedom that turns out to be
equivalent to specifying a default model; as a matter of practical implemen-
tation, it is built on a delta function walker scheme and takes advantage
of parallel tempering. We have proved that the mean field version of this
stochastic method is equivalent to the MEM. Our tests suggest that it out-
performs the MEM for spectra with sharp features and fine structure.
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Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of an applied magnetic field on the Kondo
insulator ground state, using mean field calculations (in the thermodynamic
limit) and QMC simulations (on small lattices). From these numerical re-
sults, a consistent picture emerges:
1. In the J > Jc local singlet phase, the spin up and spin down quasipar-
ticle bands respond to a small applied field by shifting with respect to
one another, thus reducing the charge gap.
2. When IBI 2AK (Kondo energy scale), the spin gap closes, and the
system undergoes a continuous transition to a canted antiferromagnetic
state. Initially, the local spins cant with and the electron moments cant
against the applied field. The charge gap, which had nearly closed,
reinflates, driven now by the magnetic order.
3. When the antiferromagnetism first appears, there are still low-weight
heavy-fermion peaks close to the gap in the single-particle spectral
function. As these peaks are Zeeman shifted, their spectral weight is
rearranged so as to hop over the gap. In this way, the antiferromag-
netism protects the charge gap and delays its closing.
4. For BI V/2AKW (hybridization energy scale), the staggered moment
and charge gap collapse to exponentially small values. The persistence
of antiferromagnetic order in the square-lattice case is an artifact of
perfect nesting. In a less idealized system, the state would be a true
metal. The appearance of the metallic state at high fields is related
to the quenching of the local moments and their decoupling from the
conduction electrons.
A large part of the work for this thesis involved the development and re-
finement of numerical methods for QMC simulation. Some of these advances
are widely applicable and not necessarily limited to the KLM. Indeed, while
the the Kondo lattice problem was often motivation for those efforts, it was
sometimes simply a convenient test case for new ideas.
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1. We have shown that lattice fermion systems subject to a broad class
of constraints can be simulated using the BSS or other determinant
quantum Monte Carlo methods simply by introducing an additional
set of gauge fields that live on the links between the time slices.
2. We have presented a modified version of the BSS algorithm that alter-
nately updates the interaction and constraint fields as it steps through
the time slices.
3. Some of the matrix multiplications in the BSS algorithm introduce
sizeable rounding errors and degrade the stability of the simulation.
This becomes a serious problem at low temperatures. We have pre-
sented a numerical stabilization method, based on some rather simple
matrix manipulations, that is as fast as the methods currently in use
but significantly less difficult to implement.
4. The maximum entropy method is often unable to extract spectral infor-
mation reliably if the input data is too noisy or the spectrum contains
sharp features. We have argued that the stochastic analytic continua-
tion method does a better job in these circumstances. We have shown
that it can be understood as a dynamic generalization of the maximum
entropy method.
5. We have also described two minor technical innovations. First, our
implementation of the stochastic analytic continuation method makes
use of arbitrarily-positioned delta-function walkers that have no in-
trinsic discretization error. Second, adding parallel tempering updates
leads to a more reliable traversal of the phase space. Convergence is
improved and false minima are generally avoided.
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Appendices
A.1 Effective Spin Hamiltonian
It is useful to express the Hamiltonian as a sum H = Ht+HJB of its inter-site
and onsite parts:
it =- E tijj,
(A.1)
HIJB = J 1cci S i-BZ( c ci +Si3) (A.1)
i i
The hopping matrix is defined so that tij = t when sites i and j are adjacent
and tij = 0 otherwise.
The Hamiltonian operator acts in the space XF, which is a product of the
Fock space of the conduction electrons and the SU(2) space of the fixed spins.
The states I{nit, nil })i{sj}) in the number/spin-projection representation
serves as a convenient basis. This Hilbert space admits a decomposition
T = Y1 U -F2, where f1 contains all the states with exactly one electron per
site (viz., those satisfying Vi, niT + nil = 1) and 0F2 the rest (those satisfying
3i such that niT + nil 7 1). The first subspace is spin only, whereas the
second contains all possible charge excitations.
We introduce projection operators 2 = P1 and 22 = P2 that map onto
the F1 and TF2 subspaces. Since hl and TF2 are disjoint but cover , the
projection operators are orthogonal (P1P2 = 0) and complete (i = P1 + P2).
Note that only Ht : J1 -+ F2 takes states between the two subspaces. (HJB
maps 5 1 -+ 3Y and 5T2 - F2 .) Accordingly, P1 HtP1 = P1HJBP2 = 0, which
implies that
= 1H1i = P 1JB P1+ P1 iHtP2
+ P2HP1 +- P2( t + HJB)tP2 (A.2)
The resolvent operator G(E) = (E - H) -, when restricted to f1, can
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be cast into the same functional form by making the identification
PIG(E)P = (E- (E))- 1. (A.3)
Here, j-(E) is some energy-dependent Hamiltonian-like operator. Using a
2 x 2 matrix notation to denote its action in the 1l and F2 subspaces, we
can write the resolvent operator as
E - f/JB - Ht B(E)=( (E-IJB E-Ht-HJB) (A.4)
Making use of the identity
<C Bl = (A- BD-1C)- 1, (A.5)
Ce D 11
we find that
(E) = [E-fJB -t(E-Ht -JB) t] (A.6)
and thus, via Eq. (A.3),
7i(E) = P [JB + tt (E- ) Ht] P (A.7)
Associated with )-(E) is a one-parameter family of lowest eigenstates
{14b(E)) F1}. The true ground state is given by I) ='(E1)), where
E1 = ((El)I-((Ei)IO(E1)) is simultaneously the lowest energy level in the
F1 subspace and the overall ground state energy. The lowest state in the
F2 sector is 12), having energy E2 = E1 + A. [Figure A-1 shows how to
compute the value of the energy separation A in the atomic limit (J > t).]
For small excitation energies above the ground state,
(E 1 + e) = (E 1 ) (1 + O(e/A)). (A.8)
Hence, we can identify 7 eff = 7i(E1 ) as the effective low-energy Hamiltonian
in the spin sector:
eff : 1 [IJB + ft (E 1 - ) t] P1
= P [HJB - kit(i + ( E2)) 1Ht]P
= P1 HJB -P 1 1 t2 P (A.9)
00 I 
n+ 1 +l
n=l
A.1. EFFECTIVE SPIN HAMILTONIAN
IBI < J/4 + IBI
J/4
J/4- IBI
I, 
101>J
, iBi> J
Figure A-1: In the atomic limit, the kinetic energy of the electrons is negligi-
ble. Accordingly, the spectrum at each site is a function of the net magnetic
moment only. When there is a single electron on a site (n = 1), it pairs
with the localized spin to form a spin-0 singlet or spin-1 triplet state. At an
unoccupied or doubly occupied site (n = 0,2, highlighted), only the local-
ized spin-1/2 contibutes. Perturbing the gound state ({ni = 1}) by moving
one electron to an adjacent site ({ni} = {1, ... , 1, 0,2, 1,... , 1}) costs twice
the energy indicated (with arrows) in the figure. Hence, the energy differ-
ence between the F1 ground state and the lowest F2 state is 1 (3J - 21BI) if
IBI < J and (21Bi - J) if BI > J.
The first term in 7 eff can be dealt with easily. In the F1 subspace, the
local moment of the conduction electrons behaves as a spin-1/2 degree of
freedom. Writing PiIctcP = T, we get
PlHJBPl =J Ti .S -B ( + S). (A.10)
i i
In the second term, the restriction to the F1 subspace means that all addi-
tional charges must be created and annihilated in pairs. Therefore,
1 H2P1 = P1 E tijC Cij E tmnCCnJ1
ij mn
ci cjcjciP (A.)
ij
l
E . .~~~~
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Employing the identity
2c cjcc i = Tni(2 --nj - c c3 cj (i L
we find that 2P1 cit cjci =1 - 4Ti- Tj and hence
i-/1/2P 1 = 2 1 (iAn1 tt11Z- jlij 4
4t2
= -E i Ti + constant.
(ij)
In the last line above, we have taken advantage of the fact
only nearest neighbour sites.
.. APPENDICES
i) (A.12)
(A.13)
that tij connects
Collecting these results and neglecting the remaining higher
in Eq. (A.9) yields
eff [Ji i- ( 3Si3)] -+JZi j
.
i (ij)
order terms
(A.14)
Spins on neighbouring sites experience an antiferromagnetic exchange inter-
action of strength J' = 4t 2/A > . In the atomic limit,
4t2
A
8t2
3 J-21BI
8t2
21BI-J
if BI < J,
if BI > J.
(A.15)
A.2 Hubbard-Stratonovich Transformation
Suppose the Hamiltonian H = o + H1 can be broken into two- and four-
fermion terms:
Ho = E iTiiji
ij
- = 2 ]jVij;i'7J '
ii/jj/
(A.16)
The purpose of the Hubbard-Stratonovich procedure is to find a purely bi-
linear (but field-dependent) Hamiltonian h(X) such that the equality
e dx e x = X e-h(x (A.17)
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is satisfied in the limit - 0. If h(x) has the form given in Eq. (5.4), we
can expand in powers of e:
e-Eh(X) = e--EIX 1-2E7'h()ijjij- E 7th(X)ijjftfh(X)ijij'+ ][ 2
(A.18)
We now integrate over the auxiliary fields and identify the right-hand side
above with 1 - H. Comparison with Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17) makes clear
that we need to choose the coefficient matrix h(X)ij such that
d h(X)ije - EXI 2 Ti
(A.19)
d Eh(x)ijh(X)ij,e - XlI = Vjj;,j.
There is often some flexibility in the choice of the measure of integration.
Real > J dx, complex 2 d' dXx", and finite E (A.20)
measures are commonly used. Note that the factor e- ,lXI2 in Eqs. (A.19)
may not be necessary if the measure is compact.
A.3 Coherent State Representation of Operators
As a basis of the fermion Hilbert space, the set of coherent states is overcom-
plete and non-orthonormal: (r71l) = enr' . In this basis, the identity operator
has the form
1 =JdrIdd 17d)e-0ii(1/. (A.21)
The usual procedure for casting an operator into the coherent state repre-
sentation is to sandwich it between two representations of unity, = 101i.
The result is
ddvrdO'dr' Ir/)e-"VO+ (, r')e- a'1 (r' 1 (A.22)
where the matrix element O+(1,7, ' ) = (Oir') is computed by normal-
ordering the operator (via repeated application of the anticommutation rela-
tions) and then replacing creation and annihilation operators with Grassman
variables:
O+ (, ') = N[O] t- (A.23)
A somewhat more economical (but little-known) scheme is to insert a
single representation of unity into the middle of the anti-normal-ordered
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operator form. In that case,
o= Jddrl Il)e71O- ( A.24)
where 0- (r, ) is defined as in Eq. (A.23) but using the anti-normal-ordered
form of the operator and the replacement it -+ i7, - r. Equation (A.24)
requires half as many Grassman integrations as Eq. (A.22).
The most important operator for our purposes in the infinitesimal evo-
lution operator. To find its coherent state representation, we recast it in the
form
e eh = e-e(alIXi2+Eij hij7tj)
-eOe-E Eij hij7jj71t (A.25)
In the last line, we have defined Lo = alIXI2 + tr h. The Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple ensures that the power series expansion of Eq. (A.25) is itself quadratic
in the creation and annihilation operators:
e-Eh = e-Eo[1 + (eh _ n)ijAl!7i (A.26)
ij
Moreover, since the operator is expressed here in its anti-normal-ordered
form, we can immediately write
eEinii(ee h) -, ) = e -ELo i + zi [ + (eEh - l)ij7j7i]
~i ~ij
e + Z(eh)iji7ji1 (A.27)
ij
= e- ELo exp (eh)ijqjti
ij
Putting this result into Eq. (A.24) yields
e `h = e-ELO d= d Ir) e h),,( (A.28)
Having a coherent state representation of the infinitesimal evolution op-
erator allows us to write
L
( ] (peeh)L] - ]).'~ /_1dldl (h|P|1 ) -(e )(,1| 12) X ...
(L-_ I1P|7L) 'L e- ¢7 7L - V>- (A.29)
Here, we have introduced only L new Grassman variables. The traditional
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way to evaluate an expectation value of this form is to insert 2L - 1 repre-
sentations of unity between the 2L operators:
(n (Pe)LI - ) = (rvlieEhi p e'ch1i ... Piech -q). (A.30)
According to Eq. (A.21), this leads to the (more cumbersome) expression
2L-1
l I| dld71 ( P71n)e-lnl (11I eh72)e-2/2 (21f13) X''
X ( 2L-2JIP1 2L-l)e-- 2L-l12L-1 (7 2 L-1leehl- 7]). (A.31)
A.4 Even-occupation Constraint Field
An arbitrary matrix U satisfies
eWU' = (1 + U' + (77)2 det . (A32)
The anticommuting nature of the Grassman variables eliminates all terms
in the exponential expansion beyond second order. Restricting U G SU(2)
ensures that the first and last terms have the same (i.e., unit) weight. The
middle term is odd in U and can be eliminated by integration:
IdU = 1 and JdUU=0. (A.33)
e¢o 0For example, we might choose the family of matrices U(O) ( 0 -i SOthat
27
- dO i dO e' 0
= Ie and 0 9 = 0. (A.34)
Such an integration amounts to filtering out the states with odd occupa-
tion:
dO =I - i 2JdUeoU /- 1 + (7t)2 1 + 719727271 ( l JlPl') (A.35)
The operator
P =10)(01+717.10I0) (0121 (A.36)
projects onto the space of even (i.e., zero and double) occupancy.
A.5 Continuous-time Limit of the Action
Recall that T = exp(eh(xl)). The constraint field also has an exponential
representation Ul = exp(-icMAFr) in terms of its generators Fr. Thus, inI 1 III~V ~ jl~UV~ lCO 1
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the limit e - 0,
T -- 1 +h(Xl) and U1 - 1-ieArF". (A.37)
The discrete action becomes
L
S ----> (1 iAFr)L- E 7 (1 + iAXr")t-
1=2 (A.38)
+ [EL + i (1 + Eh(X))T11
1=1
or, more suggestively,
IS e 71+ r/ + -l 1 i
1=2
1=2 L L (A.39)
-iAl Z E irll l- + ae L + E e lh(X+)l.
1=2 1=1 1=1
In the continuum limit, the action takes the form of an imaginary time
integral
f3
S= /o dr L(r) (A.40)
v(0)=-7()
over the Lagrangian
L = ,O + (T) [a - iA(T)r + h(X(T))]r(T), (A.41)
which describes a set of noninteracting fermions coupled to a gauge field.
A.6 Statistical Error and Discretization
In Eq. (6.11), we have used notational shorthand to gloss over two subtle
issues. First, we have ignored the fact that the statistical errors between
G(T) and G(r') are not independent for Tr r'. In general, the errors
will be positively correlated whenever IT - T'I is sufficiently small. There is
also a tendency for them to be negatively (positively) correlated over long-
separated times since G(0-) = =G(P) is built in to the definition of the
correlation function. Thus, one should more properly write the goodness-of-
fit measure as
x 2[A] : ~ dTdT' A(T)C-1 (T,, T)A(T-'), (A.42)
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where A(-) = f dw K(-, w)A(w) - G(T) and C(r, T') is the covariance func-
tion for 0(T).
Second, we have ignored the discrete nature of the known input data. A
Quantum Monte Carlo algorithm, for example, is used to generate stochasti-
cally a sequence of independent measurements {G(1 ), G(2), G( }, where
each G(m) is an (L+1)-vector holding the values of the single-particle prop-
agator at imaginary times Tl = /1/L for = 0, 1,.. ., L.
The numerical measurement of the Green's function is accomplished by
taking the average
M
G= M G(m)
m=l (A.43)
GGl, =M E G(m)(m)
m=l
The corresponding covariance matrix is given by
1
Cll (M- 1) (G(m) -Gl) ( )-Gl,).
MM- =)1 (A.44)
1 M[ -G-]
m= 1
Equation (A.42) must now be discretized in order to make use of Eqs. (A.43)
and (A.44). The imaginary time integrals are carried out numerically on a
uniform mesh of L time slices (spaced by AT = //L) according to the
formula
jdTf(T) T wrlfl, (A.45)
1=0
where f = f(Ar- 1) and the Bode's rule weights wl satisfy Li=o w L.
Equaton (A.42) becomes
L
X2= 12 E WlACl,1 lA'. (A.46)
I,l'=0
Since A(0) = A(/),
L-1
2 wljAC1 jw' l '. (A.47)
1,1'=0
Here, wl = wl + 6 1,OWL for 1 = 0, 1,... L - 1.
We now want to solve for the unitary transformation U that diagonalizes
the covariance matrix. This allows us to write C = UtZU in terms of a set
APPENDIX A. APPENDICES
of statistically independent variances E = diag(a ,a2, ..., aC). The inverse
matrix is C- 1 = UtE-1U.
L 2
k=~O~~ k (Ll=0 )(A.48)
S 1 - (VK)[A]k- (VG)k 
k=O k
where we have defined the matrix Vk = Uklwl/L.
To recapitulate, the discretization of the T integration is implicit in
Eq. (6.11); it also presumes that we are working in the V basis in which
the covariance matrix is diagonal.
A.7 Maximum Entropy Formal Solution
We want to examine the changes in S with variations in A(w). Since the
spectral function is subject the the normalization constraint f dw A(w) = /,
variations in A(x) and A(y) for x f y are not independent. We can enforce
the constraint by introducing a lagrange multiplier F = 1 + atz. Let us define
S[A,r]--/ - adAln(A/D)+r d(A-D). (A.49)
We have assumed here that D(w) and A(w) have the same normalization.
Variations of the extended functional, Eq. (A.49), look like
6S =-ln A(x)
6A(x) =-ink \D(x) + ® (A.50)
= o dw (A(w) - D(w))
There is a unique solution that causes these two equations to vanish: A(x) =
D(x), ,u= 0. This implies that S = 0 and 6S = 0.
Also, since
62S 6( _ - ) (A.51)
6A(x)6A(y) A(x)
we find that 62S < 0. This means that the entropy functional is strictly
non-positive and takes its maximum S = 0 when A is equal to the default
model.
Similar considerations for X2 [A] allow us to construct the total variation
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in Q = 2 - a- 1 S. We find that
6Q[A, ]
0 - A(w) = 2 dT K(r,x) ~b(T)(f0" [ Ain (A.52)
-l [- l -In A(c) I + cz]
where
() = J dv K(Tr, )A(v) - G(r). (A.53)
A.8 Configurational Entropy
Consider a system of N energy levels with degeneracies mp (p = 1,2,. .. , N).
Suppose that each level is filled with np indistinguishable particles. The state
of the system is unchanged by the rearrangement of particles within a given
level. Thus, given a set of occupancies {0 < n < mp}, the number of
equivalent configurations is Q({np}) = (Mn) and the entropy due to
this configuration is
lnQ({np}) = Eln P. (A.54)
The binomial coefficient (n) m!/(m-n)!/n! can be approximated us-
ing Stirling's formula m! m in m. In the limit of small relative occupancy,
this gives
In (mn) =m ln -(m-n) n(m-n)-nlnn (A.55)
m>>n
-n In n.
Going over to the continuum, we make the identification
I E Jdx
(A.56)
Mrp - 00
np - n(x)
and use the counting arguments above to write the entropy associated with
each field configuration:
in [n]= - dx n(x) n n(x). (A.57)
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The total entropy is
S = Dn lnQ [n] lnQ []. (A.58)
A.9 Discretization over a Logarithmic Mesh
Suppose that we want to integrate a function f(a) known only at the points
an = Rnao for n = 0, 1,... N. The integral identity
da f () = Jd& ef (e') (A.59)
follows from the change of variables a = exp(&). In this basis, the known
points describe a uniform mesh
& l = In a I n a0o + n ln R (A.60)
with spacing A& = dn+l - n In R. Accordingly,
I Nda f(a) Z- Adecf(ean)n=O (A.61)N
= (nR)anf(an)
n=O
When the integrand is of the form
dU 1 dU
da e d&
we must first discretize the derivative
dU
da
which leads to the integrals
aN-1 - dU
jp da
N-1
(n(x)),. 1 [U(an) - U(a,+l)] (n(x)),,
n=p
(A.62)
1 U(an+i) - U(a,)
U(an+i) - U(an)
an In R
(A.63)
(A.64)
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and
faN-1 N-1
= [U(a) -U(a,,+,)
n=p
107
(A.65)
= U(ap) - U(aN).
Equation (6.52) is simply the ratio of these two results.
da(m
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